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II
(Acts whose publication is not obligatory)

COMMISSION

COMMISSION DECISION
of 1 March 2002
on the aid schemes implemented by Greece in favour of the settlement of debts by the agricultural
cooperatives in 1992 and 1994 including the aids for reorganisation of the dairy cooperative
AGNO
(notified under document number C(2000) 686)
(Only the Greek text is authentic)

(2002/458/EC)
of the fact that aid provided for in Article 32(2) of Greek
law No 2008/92 had already been granted, at least to the
dairy cooperative AGNO, without previous Commission
approval. Taking this into account, the Commission
decided to include these legal provisions in the register
of non-notified aids (NN 168/97).

THE COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES,

Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Communities, and in particular the first subparagraph of
Article 88(2) thereof,
Having called on interested parties to submit their comments
pursuant to the provision cited above (1) and having regard to
their comments,
(3)

Whereas:

I.

PROCEDURE

By letter SG (97) D/10773 dated 19 December 1997,
the Commission informed Greece of its decision to
initiate the procedure laid down in Article 88(2) of the
EC Treaty in respect of the aid measures to reimburse
debts of cooperatives pursuant to Article 32(2) of Greek
law No 2008/92. The file was registered under Aid C 82/
97.

INITIAL OPENING OF THE ARTICLE 88(2) PROCEDURE
(1)

(2)

On 7 June 1993, the Commission was informed by
letter from the Greek Minister of Agriculture of the
intention of the Greek Government to apply the provisions of Article 32(2) of Greek law No 2008/92 to
write off the debts of several types of cooperatives to the
Agricultural Bank of Greece (ABG), concerning the
period 1982 to 1989.
At an early stage, the Commission considered this letter
as a notification within the meaning of Article 88(3) of
the Treaty. Subsequently, the Commission was informed

(1) OJ C 100, 2.4.1998, p. 7 and OJ C 107, 7.4.1998, p. 19.

SECOND OPENING OF THE ARTICLE 88(2) PROCEDURE

(4)

By letter of 20 November 1995, the Commission
received a complaint regarding aid to the dairy cooperative AGNO in northern Greece. According to the complainant, the Greek authorities decided, through the
ABG, to assist AGNO in paying some or all of its debts,
possibly amounting to GRD 13 billion. AGNO had
supposedly also benefited from fiscal concessions available to cooperative companies in the agricultural sector
in Greece.
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Following requests for additional information, two bilateral meetings were held, at the request of the Greek
authorities, on 16 May 1997 and 23 July 1997 between
the Greek authorities and the Commission. As a result of
these meetings, the Greek authorities supplied additional
information by letters dated 9 June and 29 August 1997.

As a result of this exchange of information with the
Greek authorities, it was possible to ascertain that AGNO
benefited from the following measures, all provided by
the ABG:

—

—

—

(7)

EN

200 cooperatives and the unions, companies and farmers via the ABG (C 32/98) (2). The overall amount of
debt to be written-off was established at
GRD 163 billion.

(9)

Subsequently, Greece made a request to the Council to
agree to such measures pursuant to the provisions of
Article 88(2)(3). By Decision of 15 December 1998, the
Council agreed to this request (3).

(10)

Consequently, the provisions of Articles 14 to 17c of
Greek law No 2538/97 are not covered by the present
Decision.

GRD 851 million in the framework of Article 32(2)
of Greek law No 2008/92 (Aid NN 168/97)
and GRD 529,89 million in the framework of
Article 19(1) of Greek law No 2198/94 (nonnotified) for compensation for losses due to the
Chernobyl nuclear disaster,

Comments

(11)

Both Commission Decisions to initiate the procedure
were published in the Official Journal of the European
Communities (4). The Commission invited interested parties to submit their comments on the measures.

(12)

By letters of 18 March 1998, and of 31 March 1998,
registered on 8 April 1998, the Greek authorities have
submitted their observations to the Commission on,
respectively, aid files C 78/97 and C 82/97.

(13)

By letter dated 30 April 1998, registered on 4 May
1998, and of 7 May 1998, registered on the same
date, the Commission received comments from the
Association of Greek Dairy Product Industries (Sevgap)
on, respectively, aid files C 78/97 and C 82/97. These
comments were forwarded to Greece which was given
the opportunity to react by letter dated 25 May 1998.
The Commission also received, on 12 March 1999, the
observations of the Agricultural Bank of Greece in
respect of the debt consolidation of AGNO and other
agricultural cooperatives.

(14)

By letter dated 18 August 1998, registered on 20 August
1998, Greece transmitted its remarks concerning the
submission of Segvap.

(15)

By letter dated 12 March 1999, the ABG forwarded its
comments in relation to both Article 88(2) procedures.

GRD 10,145 billion in the framework of Article 5
of Greek law No 2237/94 (non notified) in a
consolidation loan linked to a debt due to the
considerable delays in the implementation of an
investment project,

GRD 1,899 billion in the framework of Act of the
Governor of the Bank of Greece No 1620 of
5 October 1989 allowing banks to consolidate
loans to clients (non-notified).

By letter SG (97) D/10775 dated 19 December 1997,
the Commission informed Greece of its decision to
initiate the procedure laid down in Article 88(2) of the
EC Treaty in respect of the general provisions for debt
consolidation of agricultural cooperatives, as well as in
respect of the aids for reorganisation of the dairy
cooperative AGNO. The file was registered under Aid
C 78/97.

THIRD OPENING OF THE ARTICLE 88(2) PROCEDURE

(8)

The Commission has already investigated debt write-offs
from the Greek State via the ABG in favour of agricultural cooperatives. By letter SG (98) D/4020 of 20 May
1998, the Commission communicated to the Greek
Government its decision to open the procedure provided
for in Article 88(2) of the Treaty in relation to Articles 14
to 17c of Greek law No 2538/97 of 1 December 1997
allowing the Greek State to write off debts of over

17.6.2002

(2) OJ C 376, 4.12.1998, p. 2.
(3) OJ C 120, 1.5.1999, p. 16.
(4) See footnote 1.
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II. DESCRIPTION

(21)

In the letter opening the procedure provided for in
Article 88(2) of the Treaty, the Commission requested
Greece to provide extensive information about the
interventionist and social policy of the Greek Government in the agricultural sector as well as Greece’s
position about compatibility of this policy with the
common agricultural policy. The Commission also
required information as to the criteria used to assess the
viability of agricultural cooperatives and conformity
with the Community policy for restructuring companies
in difficulty.

(22)

In the particular case of the aid granted to AGNO in the
framework of Article 32(2) of Greek law No 2008/92,
the Commission considered that the Chernobyl nuclear
accident was an ‘extraordinary event’ within the meaning
of Article 87(2)(b) of the Treaty. However, the Commission expressed doubts about the applicability of
this Treaty provision to compensate for damage that
occurred more than five years after the actual losses
incurred. Equally, the Commission took the view that
the amount granted (GRD 1,38 billion, including
GRD 529,89 million in the framework of Article 19(1)
of Greek law No 2198/94) may have led to overcompensation for the damage incurred.

(23)

After clarification, the Greek authorities indicated that
the Greek State wrote off an overall amount of
GRD 37,835 billion for 116 cooperatives that were
judged viable on the basis of specific restructuring
and rationalisation programmes. Greece supplied the
individual sheets that formed the basis for the ABG
write-offs, indicating for each cooperative the amount
and the reason(s) for the write-off.

(24)

The analysis of the individual files indicates that the
measures concerned cooperatives in all subsectors of
agricultural production. The 116 files indicate that the
reasons for the write-offs are extremely varied. The most
important ones are:

ARTICLE 32(2) OF GREEK LAW No 2008/92

(16)

Article 32(2) of Greek law No 2008/92 establishes that
the Greek State may assume and settle debts to the
ABG incurred by primary, secondary and other tertiary
cooperative associations, cooperatives and companies
between the years 1982 and 1989, provided and to the
extent that they were incurred due to the implementation
of social or some other intervention policy on the
instructions and on behalf of the State.

(17)

Article 32(3) of Greek law No 2008/92 establishes that
the assumption and settlement of the said liabilities shall
take place subject to the essential prerequisite that the
cooperative association, cooperative or company shall
be deemed viable.

(18)

According to the letter from the Greek authorities dated
7 June 1993, the Greek Government undertook to apply
these legal provisions to write off debts of several types
of cooperatives towards the ABG, for the period 1982 to
1989. The beneficiaries had to be considered viable on
the basis of restructuring plans approved by a special
committee created for this purpose. According to this
letter, the Greek Government had committed to reimburse to the ABG part of the outstanding debt from
61 agricultural cooperative associations, totalling
GRD 91,769 billion, from an overall amount of
GRD 266,126 billion.

(19)

(20)

The letter from the Greek authorities of 7 June 1993
refers to the fact that these debts arise from reductions
in the retail price of goods, benefiting consumers. Due
to this fact, the Greek authorities considered it was
impossible to recover the sums involved. Nevertheless,
an early assessment of the scheme showed that it can
also cover debts arising from other reasons such as
marketing policies, investments, lack of own capital,
extraordinary events and other things.

In their letter of 9 June 1997 relating to aid file No C 78/
97, the Greek authorities confirmed that they applied
legal provisions to compensate for damage caused to the
dairy cooperative AGNO by the Chernobyl nuclear
disaster. This cooperative was on the list of 61 organisations mentioned in the Annex to the Greek letter of
7 June 1993.
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—

production aids,

—

collection and marketing of agricultural products,

—

storage of agricultural products,

—

export of agricultural products,
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—

acquisition of the materials needed for the production process,

—

operating expenses,

—

management of pesticides on behalf of SYNEL and
animal feed on behalf of KYDEP,

—

unspecified debt to the ABG,

—

damage caused by a price-fixing policy,

—

compensation due to administrative actions
(reduction of Community aids, ban on exports,
inspections),

—

damage caused by social policy,

—

damage caused by the Chernobyl nuclear accident,

—

investments.

Article 5 of Greek law No 2237/94

(25)

Furthermore, assistance may be conditional on the
execution of certain conditions (such as administrative/
organisation modernisation, reduction of personnel,
reinforcement of own capital, etc.).

(28)

The Greek authorities have supplied copies of the AGB
Circulars No 150/94 and No 22/95 containing detailed
implementation provisions for Article 5 of Greek law
No 2237/94.

(29)

Greece indicated that a large number of cooperative
associations (116) have benefited from these debt
rescheduling arrangements. One of these cooperatives
was the dairy business AGNO.

(30)

AGNO is a union of 74 cooperatives and 35 producer
groups active in the dairy sector in Northern Greece
(Macedonia). AGNO is active in all activities linked to
the milk sector, from the production of animal feed to
marketing of dairy products. In 1994 AGNO was the
third largest operator in Greece in terms of sales of fresh
milk (14 % market share). AGNO is also active in the
production of other types of milk, cheese, yoghurt and
other drinks. At the date of the debt settlements, AGNO
had a turnover of GRD 19,8 billion and 912 employees.

(31)

The ABG signed with AGNO a loan for regularisation of
debts outstanding at 31 December 1993 at the latest.
The overall amount of this loan is GRD 10,145 billion.
This amount is due to financial charges incurred on
investment projects linked to the removal and modernisation of the dairy industry. An extremely long tendering
process affected the investment financial plan unfavourably. Thus, instead of an expected cost of
GRD 8,5 billion, the project finished with a total cost of
GRD 13,5 billion, i.e., a 58 % increase.

(32)

According to the Greek authorities, AGNO, and other
cooperatives, benefited from the debt rescheduling after
submission of a feasibility study, evaluated and approved
by the ABG according to purely banking criteria, and
subject to the realisation of a concrete programme for
restructuring of the milk industry, the execution of
which is monitored by a special expert committee.

Greek law No 2237/94 is a law implementing Council
Regulation (EEC) No 2079/92 concerning aid to encourage early retirement of farmers (5). However, added to
the text of Greek law No 2237/94 is a series of
provisions concerning the debts of agricultural cooperatives. According to Article 5 of this law, the ABG
may, within specified parameters, assist agricultural
cooperatives with the payment of outstanding debts.
These arrangements apply to any debt outstanding at
31 December 1993 which is attributable to objective
and external circumstances (e.g. not to mismanagement).

(26)

According to this law, no interest is payable on the loan
for the first half of the term, whereafter interest is
chargeable at a rate of 50 % of the normal market rate
for such loans. The duration of the loan is established at
10 years. The ABG has however the faculty, in exceptional cases where the deficits are particularly important,
to extent the reimbursement period to 15 years, with a
grace period of three years, or to reduce the applicable
rate to less than 50 % of the market rate.

(27)

According to this law, assistance to cooperatives is
subject to the previous submission of a development/
modernisation feasibility study, demonstrating that the
cooperatives are able to reimburse the rescheduled debts.

(5) OJ L 215, 30.7.1992, p. 91.
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In the case of AGNO, the initial measures for financial
recovery consisted of reductions of operational costs,
such as personnel (150 persons in three years), extra
hours by 80 %, wages over legal thresholds by 20 %,
publicity expenses by 2 % and general costs by
GRD 50 million. These measures include also ensuring
new resources, such as recovery of cooperative capital,
increase of cooperative fees by GRD 50 000, imposition
of a special levy on delivered milk GRD 1,5/kg on the
first three years and GRD 3/kg after 1998) and sale of
real estate. A secondary set of measures was equally
foreseen.

ACT OF THE GOVERNOR OF THE BANK OF GREECE No 1620 OF
5 OCTOBER 1989

(37)

The Act of the Governor of the Bank of Greece No 1620
of 5 October 1989 authorises credits institutions in
Greece to regularise their debts pursuant to any type of
loans in GRD or foreign currencies. The same act allows
the banks to convert loans into equity. This provision
applies to all banks, both public and private.

(38)

In 1992, the Act of the Governor of the Bank of Greece
No 2091 of 11 June 1992 introduced minimal rates for
these consolidations: 18 % for short-term loans and
17 % to medium- and long-term loans. These limits were
subsequently abolished by the Act of the Governor of
the Bank of Greece No 2326 of 4 August 1994.

(39)

The Greek authorities have indicated that AGNO also
benefited from a debt rescheduling of GRD 1,899 billion
in the framework of the Act of the Governor of the Bank
of Greece No 1620 of 5 October 1989. The loan was
granted for 10 years (including a two-year period where
only simple interest is calculated), at the rate in force for
medium-term loans.

(40)

In parallel with the position taken regarding Article 5 of
Greek law No 2237/94, Greece considered that this
provision does not involve State aid within the meaning
of Article 87(1) of the Treaty.

(41)

In the light of the parallelism of this mechanism with
the one described previously and on the basis of the
scanty information available at the time, the Commission
decided also to open the procedure provided for in
Article 88(3) of the Treaty also in respect of these
provisions.

In its Decision concerning the opening of the procedure
provided for in Article 88(2) of the Treaty, the Commission considered that the assistance given to cooperatives to pay its debt pursuant to Article 5 of Greek law
No 2237/94 is a State aid within the meaning of
Article 87(1) of the Treaty.

Firstly, the ABG would be regarded as a public enterprise
in the meaning of Commission Directive 80/723/EEC
between Member States and public entreprises (6). Secondly, the Commission considered that the principle of
the private investor in a market economy was not
followed by the ABG, since the consolidation loans were
given on conditions extremely favourable to companies
in difficulty. Thirdly, the Commission considered that
these operations would not take place in normal market
conditions.

In the framework of the appraisal of the aids, the
Commission considered that the provisions of Article 5
of Greek law No 2237/94 did not respect either the
general conditions of the Community guidelines for
State aids for rescue and restructuring of companies in
difficulty (7) (hereinafter ‘guidelines’) in force at the date
of the opening of the Article 88(2) procedure or
the special rules applicable to aids in the agricultural
sector (8), that may be applicable in place of the general
rules. The same conclusion applied to the specific aid
granted to AGNO pursuant to these provisions.

TAX EXEMPTIONS

(42)

(6) OJ L 195, 29.07.1980, p. 35, Directive as last amended by
Directive 93/84/EEC (OJ L 254, 12.10.1993, p. 16).
(7) OJ C 368, 23.12.1994, p. 12.
(8) SEC (89) 343/2, 7 March 1989.
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In their letter of 20 November 1995, the plaintiff also
mention the granting of State aid to AGNO via Greek
laws No 2238/94 and No 2169/93. As these laws
concerned the general financing of agricultural organisations and the general tax law, the Commission considered that these do not involve State aid to agricultural
cooperatives within the meaning of Article 87(1).
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amount of GRD 500 billion, Article 5 of Greek law
No 2237/94 and the provisions of Greek law No 2538/
97.

III. COMMENTS FROM THIRD PARTIES

(43)

(44)

17.6.2002

The only third party submitting comments in procedures
C 78/97 and C 82/97 was Segvap, the plaintiff in the
case.
(49)

Regarding the aid granted to AGNO in particular, in the
framework of Article 32(2) of Greek law No 2008/
92, the plaintiffs consider that the debt amount of
GRD 851 million cannot be attributed to the Chernobyl
nuclear accident. On the one hand, the plaintiffs sustain
that all milk companies (including AGNO) continued to
deliver fresh milk products to the market during the
whole of 1986. Also, it is very unlikely that AGNO
would destroy 19 000 t of milk. Most of it was
dehydrated into milk powder, subsequently used for the
production of other dairy products.

(50)

The plaintiff calls upon the Commission to declare that
the provisions of Article 32(2) of Greek law No 2008/
92 are incompatible with the common market.

In general, the plaintiff considers that there is a regular
long-term policy of the Greek authorities, using government resources, to treat assisting companies not on the
basis of objective criteria but because of their status. The
plaintiff consider this policy harmful and discriminatory
in relation to non-cooperative undertakings, that cannot
have access to such aids. The result of this practice is the
survival of companies with structural weaknesses, low
productivity, and an incapacity to adapt to a competitive
environment. In conclusion, the plaintiffs consider that
this policy is harmful to the agricultural economy in
Greece and the European Union.

ARTICLE 32(2) OF GREEK LAW No 2008/92

(45)

(46)

(47)

(48)

In particular regarding Article 32(2) of Greek law
No 2008/92, the plaintiff maintains that the measure
constitutes State aid within the meaning of Article 87(1)
of the Treaty. Indeed, it involves consumption of State
resources and selectively benefits certain undertakings.

Article 87(2) and (3) provides for certain types of aid
that can be reconciled with the common market. The
plaintiffs consider that only Article 87(3)(c) could be
applicable. In that, they consider that the measure does
not fulfil the conditions to be considered compatible
with the common market in the light of the guidelines.

In particular, the plaintiffs note that Greece did not
supply any evidence of the existence of restructuring
programmes relating to the restoration of viability of the
beneficiary enterprises, the requisite reduction production capacity, the enhancement of their competitiveness in the relevant market, and the proportional
ratio between the aids granted and the contribution of
the beneficiary to the restructuring effort. There is no
real programme to ensure financial soundness of the cooperatives, only a succession of debt settlements.

The plaintiffs alert the Commission to the recurrent
nature of such debt write-offs. In particular, Greek law
No 2198/94 approving a debt settlement for an overall

ARTICLE 5 OF GREEK LAW No 2237/94

(51)

The plaintiffs consider that the distinction made by the
Greek authorities between the ABG and the Greek
State is new and manifestly contrary to the spirit of
Article 87(1) of the Treaty.

(52)

According to the plaintiffs, the conditions of Article 5
of Greek law No 2237/94 are evidently more favourable
than the general rules for regularisation of debts foreseen
in the Act of the Governor of the Bank of Greece
No 1620 of 5 October 1989, namely in terms of interest
rates (where they are actually set at 50 % of the market
rates) and in terms of duration of the loans (in relation
to normal banking practice).

(53)

The plaintiffs disagree with the assertions of the Greek
authorities that the terms of adjustment of AGNO’s debt
were made solely on the basis of banking practices and
criteria. Not only are the terms of the consolidation
loans considered extremely favourable, but also the
criteria should be made explicit by the Greek authorities.
Furthermore, a report on the execution of the restructuring programme should be made public.
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TAX EXEMPTIONS

(54)

The plaintiffs do not support the initial conclusion of
the Commission relating to the absence of State aids in
favour of agricultural cooperatives in the framework of
Greek law No 2238/94, relating to the general tax
legislation in Greece. The plaintiff argues that the
cooperatives benefiting from tax exemptions are favoured in relation to other undertakings in the same
objective circumstances.

IV.

(55)

(58)

According to Greece, this was compounded by State
interventions concerning the formation of prices at
which cooperatives dispose of their products. The debts
were written off only after certification and recognition
by a committee.

(59)

Greece supplied copies of the reports made by the
committees for each cooperative. These reports showed
that the overall amount of debt adjusted
(GRD 37,835 billion) is substantially lower than the
initial forecasts (GRD 91,676 billion). 116 cooperatives
were concerned, all of which were deemed viable on the
basis of specific rationalisation programmes.

(60)

Regarding the aid granted to AGNO in particular, in
application of the provisions of Article 32(2) of Greek
law No 2008/92, Greece added that the time lag was
needed to check the details of every applicant (there
were first and second level verification committees).

(61)

Greece considers that the amount of GRD 91 million,
equivalent to the difference between GRD 851 million
effectively considered and the amount of 760 million
that could theoretically be considered as the actual
losses, is not unjustified. The difference of actual sales
figures for AGNO between 1985 and 1986 is 8,5 million
kg. This surplus milk was pasteurised in bulk for various
cheese producers at a loss of GRD 10,7 kg. The total
loss was therefore GRD 91 million.

(62)

Furthermore, Greece adds that the interest of
GRD 529,89 million settled under Article 19 of Greek
law No 2198/94 is not overcompensation for the overall
loss of GRD 851 million. Indeed, Greece considers that,
in order to provide full compensation for late payment,
the overall amount of interest to be written off would be
GRD 959,79 million.

(63)

Greece concludes that the aid granted to AGNO in the
framework of Article 32(2) of Greek law No 2008/92
constitutes aid to compensate for the loss incurred as a
result of an extraordinary event, namely the Chernobyl
disaster, and consequently meets the requirements of
Article 87(2)(b) of the Treaty.

COMMENTS FROM GREECE

The Greek authorities transmitted their remarks in
several stages. Firstly, they supplied their initial reactions
to the opening of the procedure provided for in
Article 88(2) of the Treaty. At a later stage, Greece sent
comments in relation to the submissions made by the
plaintiffs. Finally, the ABG sent its comments. Due to
the nature and status of the ABG (see point 108), these
remarks are considered as an additional submission by
the Greek authorities and not as comments from third
parties.

ARTICLE 32(2) OF GREEK LAW No 2008/92

(56)

(57)

In their initial remarks to the opening of the procedure
provided, the Greek authorities pointed out that the
cooperatives have a special status in the agricultural
economy, that their members have joint liability, that
they have a statutory obligation to take over the
production of their members and dispose of it at the
best possible market prices (regardless of whether or not
they manage to do so in the end). Furthermore, Greece
added that they represent the interests of large groups of
producers farming in mountain, hill and lessfavoured
areas.

During the period in question (1982 to 1989), in
addition to the Chernobyl nuclear disaster, Greece
suffered from many natural disasters that had a negative
impact on the financial situation of the cooperatives.
The Greek authorities attach a list of 24 natural disasters
that affected Greece during that period. According to
the Greek authorities, the causes of these disasters
were flooding, high winds, snowstorms, heavy rainfall,
disease, bad weather, frost, low temperatures, scab,
drought and heatwave. These natural disasters and
adverse weather conditions affected several types of
agricultural products and regions.

L 159/7
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(64)

In reply to the complainant’s allegations, Greece indicates that compensation for damage caused by the
Chernobyl nuclear disaster was also available for some of
the private dairy companies, cleared by the Commission
under the Article 87 and 88 procedure (9).

(65)

In reply to the plaintiffs’ comments on the opening of
the procedure provided for in Article 88(2) of the Treaty,
Greece maintains that the substantive beneficiary of any
debt restructuring schemes are the producers/members
of cooperatives that suffered the economic impact of
disasters or extraordinary events. Greece states that
cooperatives are statutorily bound to take up the entire
production of their members, contrary to other undertakings, which can operate freely and selectively as
regards quantities and quality of supplies. Consequently,
they operate in the market under different arrangements
and ipso facto cannot be treated in the same way.

(66)

(67)

17.6.2002

(69)

Greece disagrees with the Commission’s claim that the
ABG, in settling the debts of AGNO under Article 5 of
Greek law No 2237/94, did not act according to the
private investor principle. Greece points out that the
application of the provisions of Article 5 of Greek law
No 2237/94, which was at the discretion of the ABG,
was decided by the Board of Directors and the General
Assembly of the ABG shareholders on the basis of the
private investor principle. This was likewise applied by
the ABG to all other cooperative entities whose debts
were settled by Article 5 of Greek law No 2237/94.

(70)

Greece indicated that the total amount of the debt
settlement for the dairy cooperative AGNO under
Article 5 of Greek law No 2237/94 was
GRD 10,145 billion, consisting of GRD 3,12 billion
from mature and uncovered short-term debt,
GRD 4,725 billion from medium-term loans (mainly
linked to the project of relocation of the dairy plant)
and 2,3 billion GRD for contractual interest between
1 January 1994 and 31 March 1995.

(71)

The Greek authorities indicate that the Circular of the
ABG No 150/94 contains a set of criteria for the
application of Article 5 of Greek law No 2237/94, not
only regarding servicing the debt to the ABG but also
restoration of long-term viability of debtors.

(72)

According to Greece, the measures undertaken are
realistic and contribute to the cooperative’s financial
equilibrium, as indicated in the viability study sent.
Greece also sent a progress report on the implementation
of the reorganisation measures for AGNO. This report is
dated 31 October 1996.

(73)

AGNO imposed a special charge on milk deliveries. The
overall product of this special charge was
GRD 240,44 million in 1996 and 1997. This helped
substantially to increase the cooperative’s assets.

Debt write-offs under Article 32(2) of Greek law
No 2008/92 are intended to secure the agricultural
cooperatives financial equilibrium and make possible
long-term cooperation between them and the ABG
with consequent benefits for both sides. In that, the
intervention of the ABG respects the private investor
principle.

The Greek authorities attach to their submission viability
study forms that had to be submitted by each cooperative
to benefit from the write-offs.

ARTICLE 5 OF GREEK LAW No 2237/94

(68)

In the view of the Greek authorities, Article 5 of law
No 2237/94 concerning consolidation of debts by
agricultural cooperatives does not constitute State aid
within the meaning of Article 87(1) of the Treaty. Greece
sustains that regularisation of debts is a normal banking
practice applied in all Member States and does not lead
to an additional use of State resources.

(9) Aid N 54/87 — Commission letter SG (87) D/5035 of 15 April
1987.
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(74)

The Greek authorities claim that, contrary to what has
been asserted by the Commission, Article 5 of Greek law
No 2237/94 contains provisions imposing reduction or
cessation of productive capacity. To illustrate this,
Greece indicates that the restructuring plan for AGNO
involves cessation of lossmaking activities, such as
production of animal feed for members.

debts, the Bank anticipated the receipt of the sum of
GRD 16,75 billion, plus interest and considerable revenue from various banking transactions. On the other
hand, in the case of enforcement proceedings being
initiated (i.e. seizure, public auction, etc.), the Greek
authorities anticipated the receipt of an overall amount
of GRD 2,64 billion.

(75)

According to the Greek authorities, Greece as an Objective 1 area would be exempted from the application of
the sector limits relating to the processing and marketing
of dairy products under the Annex to Commission
Decision. No 94/173/EC (10).

ACT OF THE GOVERNOR OF THE BANK OF GREECE No 1620 OF
5 OCTOBER 1989

(76)

(80)

Regarding the Act of the Governor of the Bank of Greece
No 1620 of 5 October 1989, Greece adds that it
determines the general framework for the restructuring
of business debts by the banking system, while allowing
the banks freedom to determine the specific terms
applying to the servicing of their customers’ debts.
Specifically, the banks are free to determine the period
given to their business clients to pay off debts, as well as
the interest rates where their debts are restructured.

(81)

Initially, these provisions were subject to a minimum
interest rate level of 18 % per annum for working capital
and 17 % per annum for medium-term loans. Since
4 August 1994, these minimum interest rates were
abolished, thus enabling the banks to fix interest rates
according to their own discretion and according to the
circumstances of each individual case, even at the level
of each individual customer.

(82)

Greece considers then that the adoption of Article 5 of
Greek law No 2237/94 only aims to make the general
framework of the Act of the Governor of the Bank of
Greece No 1620 of 5 October 1989 more specific and
render its application possible for the ABG. According
to Greece, this specification was needed to define a
stricter framework for this debt restructuring, namely by
the introduction of strict eligibility conditions and
provisions for non-respect of the terms of the adjustment
loans.

Greece adds that the annual statements of AGNO show
positive operating results and that the cooperative
serviced all the short-term loan debt interest and part of
that on the medium-term loans. Application of the
reform measures and the reduction of costs permitted a
positive financial result guaranteeing AGNO’s viability.

(77)

In its reply to the comments of the plaintiff, Greece
further adds that, in the case of AGNO, restructuring of
its debts was based both on the findings of the feasibility
study, and on the anticipated benefits for the Bank from
the application of any alternative solutions (i.e. initiation
of enforcement proceedings).

(78)

In this respect, Greece indicates that, according to the
financial position on 31 December 1994, AGNO had an
overall debt of GRD 21,58 billion, against a total
security-cover of GRD 44,14 billion. The major part of
the overall debt consists of the debt to the ABG
(GRD 16,75 billion), while the main part of the financial
envelope concerning securities relates to the joint liability of AGNO’s members (GRD 30,55 billion).

(79)

According to Greece, the feasibility study made provision
for the regular servicing of the Association’s debts
through implementation of a financial reform plan.
Therefore, on the basis of the adjustment of AGNO’s

COMMENTS SUPPLIED BY THE ABG

(83)
(10) OJ L 79, 23.3.1994, p. 29, repealed by Regulation (EC) No 1750/
1999 as from 1.1.2000.

In its submission of 12 March 1999, the ABG supports
the comments and information submitted by the Greek
authorities. Its submission sets out to amplify the
comments and information transmitted by Greece.
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Regarding the debt rescheduling of several cooperatives,
the ABG states that, in 1994, it was faced with a
situation where several agricultural cooperatives, including AGNO, were not in a position to service their debts
due to a combination of factors. The high costs of
servicing these debts (mostly consisting of compound
interest) seriously jeopardised the ability of the cooperatives to continue operating. As these cooperatives were a
significant proportion of ABG’s clients, ABG had a
significant financial interest in their survival. The ABG
pointed out that not only would it lose the capital
invested in these cooperatives but it would also mean an
important loss of future revenue, via the provision of
banking services to these cooperatives.

of equity capital (via imposition of a levy on
products and an increase in members’ equity share),

The ABG considers that its decision to reshedule debts
of cooperatives was entirely consistent with the behaviour of a private bank in equivalent circumstances. All
requests for rescheduling of debts were examined and
granted by ABG on the basis of commercial criteria and
the fulfilment of the ABG’s general requirements for
debt rescheduling.

The ABG argues that the assertions of the Commission
concerning the link between the decision of the Greek
Government and the behaviour of the ABG are not
correct. The ABG states that Article 5 of Greek law
No 2237/94 was not necessary fot the ABG to reschedule
the debts owed to it. The Act of the Governor of the
Bank of Greece No 1620 of 5 October 1989 had granted
to all banks in Greece (both private and public) the
freedom to enter into debt rescheduling arrangements
with their clients. Furthermore, according to the ABG,
Article 5 of Greek law No 2237/94 did not impose any
obligation on the ABG to settle the debts of cooperatives
and did not confer any legal rights upon cooperatives to
request from the ABG the rescheduling of their debts.

According to the ABG, its only objective in agreeing to
the rescheduling was to protect its commercial interests.
For this purpose, the ABG laid down requirements for
these settlements in circulars No 150/94 and No 22/95,
containing:

—

a viability plan providing for measures to ensure
financial restructuring and repayment of debt,
including reduction of operational expenses
(through personnel cuts and other appropriate cost
savings), the cessation of loss-making activities,
obligation to dispose of idle assets, and the increase
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—

a timetable for completion of financial restructuring,

—

provision for cancellation of the debt restructuring
arrangement if instalments were delayed for more
than six months and reversion to previous situation,

—

a reduction of the financial charges to the cooperatives,

—

the provision of further credit to depend on the
fulfilment of the terms and conditions of the debtrestructuring arrangements,

—

a contractual obligation on each beneficiary cooperative to cover all its needs for banking services
through ABG,

—

the ratio of security given to ABG and debt to ABG
should be 110:100,

—

regular close monitoring of the implementation of
the business plan by the ABG.

(88)

The ABG adds that several cooperatives did not comply
with the eligibility criteria and their applications were
rejected. Furthermore, in accordance with circulars
No 150/94 and No 22/95, the ABG cut the credit lines
to some cooperatives and took the necessary steps to
recover the outstanding amounts.

(89)

Regarding the debt write-off provided in the framework
of Article 32(2) of Greek law No 2008/92, the ABG
states that there was no overcompensation for the
damage suffered by AGNO resulting from the Chernobyl
nuclear accident. In addition to the loss of
GRD 760 million (AGNO’s loss from the destruction of
19 000 tonnes of contaminated milk at an average price
of GRD 40/kg). The amount of GRD 1,38 billion actually
granted includes GRD 91 million for AGNO’s loss from
the sale of pasteurised milk to cheese processors and an
amount of GRD 529,89 million representing interest on
these losses. To this end, the ABG avers that AGNO was
paying a market price of GRD 40/kg, instead of the
target price of GRD 34/kg which was then applicable.
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According to the AGB, AGNO’s sales of fresh milk and
yoghurt were reduced by 8 500 t between 1985 and
1986. This cooperative was then obliged to dispose of
this additional milk by processing it into cheese. AGNO
was then paying to its members up to GRD 44,5/kg of
milk to be processed into cheese, GRD 10,5 higher that
the indicative price of GRD 34/kg applicable during this
period. On the basis of such price difference, the ABG
justifies that AGNO’s loss was 91 million GRD (8 500 t
× GRD 10,5/kig). The ABG adds that, in 1987 alone,
AGNO processed into cheese 5,23 t of milk. AGNO
should have paid its raw milk suppliers GRD 30,03/kg.
However, the ABG added that, pursuant to the Greek
Government’s price-intervention policy, AGNO was
paying its producers GRD 44,5/kg of milk.

(94)

The ABG argues that, in order to cover the abovementioned losses, AGNO was obliged to raise significant
loans from the ABG. The actual payment of compensation did not occur until 31 August 1993. Taking
account of the reference rates applicable in Greece
between 1988 and 1993, the amount of interest due
on the losses calculated at GRD 851 million was
GRD 959,79 million. Thus, the ABG argues that the
writing-off of GRD 529,89 million in interest does not
overcompensate the actual losses incurred.

The ABG argues that AGNO’s financial situation deteriorated sharply before 1994 as a result of delays in the
write-off of the Chernobyl-related debts and the delay in
the implementation of the investment project. AGNO’s
output was below normal levels, a problem that was
compounded by strong competition in the market and
a downturn in market sales.

Faced with AGNO’s inability to pay its debt, the ABG
could either force AGNO into bankruptcy or reschedule
its debts. According to the ABG, the cost-benefit analysis
of both options was favourable to restructuring the
cooperatives’ debts. The overall amount of credits
returning to the ABG from liquidation (after payment of
privileged creditors) would be GRD 2,64 billion. This
would only cover a minor part of the overall debt of
AGNO the ABG of GRD 16,75 billion. Equally, the ABG
argues that the debt rescheduling arrangements were
accompanied by an overall value of securities of
GRD 44,23 billion (of which GRD 30,55 billion member’s liability, GRD 7,11 billion liabilities on fixed assets
and GRD 4,84 billion claims).

(95)
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According to the ABG, AGNO’s restructuring measures
were agreed with this bank on 7 July 1995, when
two debt rescheduling arrangements were concluded
concerning respectively GRD 10,145 billion and
GRD 1,899 billion. The restructuring measures were:
—

increase in equity capital by 290 million GRD in
the period 1995-1997,

—

imposition of a levy of GRD 1,5/kg of milk
delivered until 31 December 1995 and 3 GRD/kg
from 1 January 1996,

—

annual savings of GRD 200 million through
reduction of overtime and supplementary payments to staff,

—

reduction in returns on products with total savings
of GRD 210 million in the first year and
GRD 250 million thereafter,

—

reduction of marketing/advertising expenditure
down to 2 % of turnover, i.e. GRD 540 million,

—

savings of GRD 500 million in 1995 and 1996
related to the lay-off of 150 employees,

—

annual savings of GRD 50 million by general
reduction of production costs,

—

cancellation of planned investment and any other
investment not linked to the milk processing plant,

—

extension of the product range and increase in
product quality,

—

introduction of modern marketing methods,
including incentives for sales personnel, exclusive
representatives, change of the distribution methods
and change of billing system.

On the basis of these restructuring measures, the ABG
concluded that AGNO had material prospects of
returning to viability and repaying its debts. ABG agreed
to reschedule AGNO’s debts. The amount of AGNO’s
debt concerned was GRD 10,145 billion. According to
the ABG, this debt comes not only from the execution
of the investment project, but from loans related to the
entire operation of the factory and interest on such
loans. The rescheduling agreement provided for repayment over a period of 15 years, with a three-year grace
period during which AGNO would not pay any amount
to the ABG. Payment of interest would only be made for
the second half of the 15-year term at an interest rate
50 % lower than market rates.
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As a result of the high level of AGNO’s indebtedness,
there was also a significant amount of debt that could
not be covered by the provisions of Article 5 of Greek
law No 2237/94 because it matured after 31 December
1993. Thus, the ABG decided to reschedule a further
GRD 1,899 billion on the basis of the Act of the
Governor of the Bank of Greece No 1620 of 5 October
1989. In was agreed that this amount would be paid
over a period of 10 years, with a two-year grace period
in which only payments of interest would be paid at the
rate of 21,5 %.

—

(98)

As regards the implementation of the viability plan, the
ABG adds that the first report, issued on 14 February
1996, showed that the initial measures were not sufficient to achieve the financial targets set. On the basis
of this report, additional measures were implemented:
—

increase of the levy on delivered milk from GRD 3
to 4/kg. The annual proceeds of this measure were
expected to be GRD 230 million,
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agreement with producers and personnel would
allow the freezing at 1995 prices of their outstanding claims against AGNO and deferment of payment of GRD 2,5 billion until 1999.

A second report identified in 1996 a short delay in
implementing certain measures and a cash-flow difficulty in AGNO’s operation that did not allow the
achievement of the financial objectives. Measures were
recommended for the period June-September 1996,
including the following:
—

calculation of interest on amounts owed by producers over seven days for the sale of animal
feedstock,

—

reductions in daily allowances and expenses for
missions of AGNO’s staff,

—

a levy of 1 % for monthly salaries up to
GRD 200 000 and 2 % for salaries over
GRD 200 000,

—

GRD 80 million cost-savings by changing the
payment system for the milk suppliers,

—

reduction of the marketing expenditure to
GRD 550 million in 1996 and 1997. This would
result in annual savings of GRD 950 million in
these years,

—

compulsory delivery to AGNO of all milk production by its members,

—

lay-off of 81 employees by 31 January 1996,
resulting in GRD 283 million savings in 1995 and
1996,

application of interest on bounced cheques from
customers and negotiations for the payment of
frozen debts by customers,

—

detailed financial plan for coverage of AGNO’s
needs for working capital and repayment of
medium-term debts.

—

—

annual savings of GRD 20 million on recruitment
of seasonal personnel,

—

the levy charged to milk suppliers for animal
feedstock would be increased by GRD 0,5/kg of
delivered milk, for an annual income of 35 million
GRD,

—

cooperation with a producer of animal feedstock
would result in annual savings of financial charges
of GRD 91 million,

—

cooperation with a distributor in the Athens market, resulting in additional benefits of about
GRD 100 million,

—

payment by milk producers of outstanding debts
of GRD 75 million in 1996 and 1997,

—

annual savings of GRD 196 million and
GRD 60 million from payments of producers’
debts to feedstock suppliers and advance payments
respectively,

(99)

According to the ABG, its close monitoring of AGNO’s
operation following the 1995 debt rescheduling agreements allowed it to try and exercise influence on AGNO’s
management decisions with a view to minimising its
financial exposure in this cooperative. However, a series
of situations after 1996 in which ABG’s interest diverged
from the decisions of AGNO’s management indicated
that the ABG should be more actively engaged in
AGNO’s management to ensure that the implementation
of the agreed restructuring measures and the prospects
of repayment of its debts were not undermined, if not
abandoned.

(100) The ABG indicated that it realised then that its financial

exposure in AGNO entailed a more active commitment
in the cooperative’s management. Consequently, the
ABG nominated four technical advisers in August 1997,
with the consent of AGNO’s Board of Directors. The
ABG assumed direct responsibility for AGNO’s management on 1 May 1998, with the consent of AGNO’s
General Assembly.
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ASSESSMENT

APPLICABILITY OF ARTICLE 87(1) OF THE TREATY
(101) In accordance with Article 87(1) of the Treaty, any aid

granted by a Member State or through State resources in
any form whatsoever which distorts or theatens to
distort competition by favouring certain undertakings
or the production of certain goods shall, in so far as it
affects trade between Member States, be incimpatible
with the common market.
(102) The measures being assessed concern cooperatives active

in all sectors in the production, processing and marketing of agricultural products in Greece. In the framework
of the common agricultural policy, the large majority of
these products is covered by a common organisation of
the market. In all regulations establishing a common
market organisation for a given sector, there is a specific
provision stating that, save as otherwise provided by the
Regulation, Articles 87, 88 and 89 of the Treaty shall
apply to the production and trade of the products
covered by the said Regulation.
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EFFECT ON TRADE

(106) Most of the measures under examination cover benefici-

aries active throughout the agricultural sector in Greece.
The production value of agricultural products in the
Community was EUR 213,467 million in 1998 (12),
while the value of the Greek agricultural production was
EUR 8,834 million in the same year, representing 4,1 %
of overall European production. There is significant
trade in agricultural products between Greece and the
Community. Indeed, between 1988 and 1998, Greece
imported a global value ranging between
EUR 1,476 million and EUR 2,911 million and exported
to the remaining European countries a minimum worth
of EUR 842 million and a maximum worth of
EUR 1,796 million,

DISTORTIONS OF COMPETITION

(107) In the agricultural sector, the Commission has consist-

ently held that certain measures are susceptible to
affecting trade between Member States when there is a
trade flow of the products concerned. Pursuant to the
data shown above, the measures in question affect trade
flows between Greece and other Member States.

USE OF STATE RESOURCES
(108) Apart from the use of State resources and the effect on
(103) With the exception of the alleged tax exemptions, all the

measures undertaken in favour of agricultural cooperatives in general, and AGNO as an example, were done
through the ABG.
(104) Even if the ABG is formally a private company, the sole

shareholder of the ABG is the Greek State, its Board of
Directors is appointed by governmental decision and the
Greek State can establish a dominant influence in the
rules governing this bank. The ABG would be regarded
as a public undertaking within the meaning of Article 2
of Commission Directive 80/723/EEC on transparency
of financial relations between Member States and public
enterprises, as amended (11).
(105) Consequently, debt write-offs and debt reschedules by

the ABG involve necessarily a use of State resources. In
the context of the Commission examination of certain
measures pursuant to Articles 87 and 88 of the Treaty,
the use of ABG’s resources is assimilated to measures
undertaken by a Member State or through State
resources within the meaning of Article 87(1) of the
Treaty. However, in order to fulfil the conditions
required by Article 87(1) of the Treaty, it has to be
demonstrated for all measures that the behaviour of the
ABG is not compatible with the principle of the private
investor in a market economy.
(11) OJ L 195, 29.07.1980, p. 35, Directive as last amended by
Directive 93/84/EEC (OJ L 254, 12.10.1993, p. 16).

trade flows, the Commission notes that the measure is
selective, i.e. the write-offs of the debts towards the ABG
are made selectively to a group of economic operators
(116 cooperatives). These write-offs have an immediate
financial impact on the situation of these undertakings
in relation to the undertakings that, in Greece and in
other Member States, do not have access to such
measures.

ADVANTAGES ACCORDING TO THE MARKET CREDITOR
PRINCIPLE (13)

Article 32(2) of Greek law No 2008/92
(109) The Commission notes that the position of the Greek

authorities on the aid character of this measure is
contradictory. In their initial reply to the opening of the
procedure provided for in Article 88(2) of the Treaty,
the Greek authorities linked the debt write-offs to
natural disasters and extraordinary events fulfilling the
requirements of Article 87(2)(b) of the Treaty. Consequently, they considered at an initial stage that the
measure involved State aids within the meaning of
Article 87(1) of the Treaty.

(12) Source Eurostat.
(13) Judgment of the Court of 29 June 1999 in Case C 256/97 —
DMT. Not yet published in the Official Journal.
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(110) At a later stage, Greece argued that the debt write-offs

were intended to secure long-term financial equilibrium
of the cooperatives and make possible cooperation with
the ABG, with mutual benefits. Thus, Greece concluded
that the interventions of the ABG respected the private
investor principle.
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i.e. if the ABG operated according to the private creditor
principle using purely commercial banking criteria.

(117) Firstly, the range of eligible undertakings is considerably
(111) On this point, the Commission cannot agree with the

views of the Greek Government. The Commission
considers that in no circumstances would a private bank
renounce all or part of its claims in relation to a given
undertaking simply on the grounds of its potential
economic viability.

reduced, introducing an element of selectivity. Indeed,
Article 5 of Greek law No 2237/94 specifically concerns
agricultural cooperatives and is not available to other
types of undertakings. Secondly, while in the general
case it is up to the banks to set the interest rates
applicable for the debt rescheduling arrangements,
Article 5 of Greek law No 2237/94 established very
favourable terms for these arrangements, that can go up
to 15 years, with a grace period of three years, and at
50 % of the normal market rate for such loans.

(112) In particular, the Commission does not agree that a

private investor in a market economy would renounce
its credits to 116 agricultural cooperatives, up to an
amount of GRD 37,835 billion, without any reciprocity
from these beneficiaries.

(113) Therefore, the Commission considers that all the con-

(118) Consequently, the Commission considers that this

measure is selective and distorts competition conditions
in the internal market. It gives benefiting cooperatives
competitive advantages not compatible with the private
creditor principle.

ditions for the application of Article 87(1) of the Treaty
are fulfilled for this measure. The aid intensity consists
of the overall amount of debt write-off.
(119) The Commission considers that the aid intensity is at

Article 5 of Greek law No 2237/94

(114) According to the Greek authorities, Article 5 of law

No 2237/94 concerning consolidation of debts by
agricultural cooperatives does not constitute State aid
within the meaning of Article 87(1) of the Treaty. Greece
sustains that regularisation of debts is a normal banking
practice applied in all Member States and does not lead
to an additional use of State resources.

least equivalent to the granting of a new loan for the
overall amount of the cooperative’s debt, having a
duration of 10 or 15 years, at 50 % of the normal
market rate for consolidation loans. As the scheme was
applicable to 116 cases and the Commission cannot
exclude that at least some of these cooperatives would
not obtain any debt rescheduling under normal market
conditions, the aid intensity could be in some cases up
to 100 %, if one of such cooperatives had been
unable to obtain such settlement arrangements in any
circumstances (point 41 of the Commission communication on the application of Articles 92 and 93 of the
Treaty and of Article 5 of Commission Directive 80/
723/EC to public undertakings in the manufacturing
sector (14).

(115) The Commission does not share the views of the Greek

authorities on this point.
(120) Furthermore, the Greek argument according to which it
(116) The Commission noted that there are legal provisions

authorising all banks in Greece to execute debt rescheduling arrangements. The terms and conditions according
to which these debt reschedules are done is left the
discretion of every bank according to its commercial
banking practices. The adoption of Article 5 of Greek
law No 2237/94 allows the ABG to perform the same
type of operations, but in more specific conditions. The
Commission can then presume that these operations
would not have taken place in normal market conditions,

would be financially more advantageous to the ABG
to reschedule the cooperatives’ debts than to force
cooperatives, for example AGNO, into bankruptcy, does
not withstand closer examination. The Commission
considers this should be assessed on a case by case basis.

(14) OJ C 307, 13.11.1993, p. 3.
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(121) As to the case of the dairy cooperative AGNO, it received

(126) For a certain period, this provision was subject to a

support from the Greek Government in the form of debt
write-offs or settlements through the ABG at least in
four instances (Greek law No 2008/92, Greek law
No 2198/94, Greek law No 2237/94 and Greek law
No 2538/97). Any private investor would at a certain
point call into question its participation in a cooperative
in order to limit further losses.

given level of interest rates. At the time the consolidated
loans under Article 5 of Greek law No 2237/94 were
granted to AGNO and other cooperatives, these minimal
rates were not applicable anymore.

(127) As the provisions of Act of the Governor of the Bank of
(122) Secondly, the Greek authorities failed to demonstrate

that the private banks were executing the same operations on the same conditions to relieve the debt of the
agricultural cooperatives.

(123) Thirdly, the debt of AGNO to the ABG amounted to

GRD 16,754 billion, while the net assets of AGNO had
a market value of about GRD 7 billion. The debt of
AGNO to other banks was minor (GRD 698 million)
compared with the debt to the ABG, indicating that even
if the banking system, as a whole, agreed to granting
favourable lending terms to AGNO (15), the ABG’s
servicing could not be comparable with that of the other
banks. Equally, even if nominally the overall value of the
securities provided (GDR 44,23 billion) exceeds the
amount of debt to be restructured, the Commission
noted that most of these securities come from the
member’s joint liability (GRD 30,55 billion) or claims
(GRD 4,84 billion). By definition, these types of securities
may prove extremely difficult to mobilise (16) or uncertain, depending on the exact nature of these claims.

Greece No 1620 of 5 October 1989 apply equally and
according to the same rules to public and private banks
active in the Greek market and debt rescheduling is a
normal banking practice in all European States, the
Commission concludes that this provision is not selective. Consequently, it does not in itself constitute State
aid within the meaning of Article 87(1) of the Treaty. In
so far as the public banks have used these provisions to
reschedule debts, a case-by-case analysis is needed in this
case to determine the aid character of each measure.

Loan to AGNO pursuant to Act of the Governor of the
Bank of Greece No 1620 of 5 October 1989

(128) Regarding recital 127, the Commission concluded that

the provisions of Act of the Governor of the Bank of
Greece No 1620 of 5 October 1989 do not in themselves
constitute State aid within the meaning of Article 87(1)
of the Treaty.

(124) Therefore, the Commission considers that all the con-

ditions for the application of Article 87(1) of the Treaty
are fulfilled.
(129) Being the general Greek provisions allowing restructur-

Act of the Governor of the Bank of Greece No 1620 of
5 October 1989

(125) Act of the Governor of the Bank of Greece No 1620 of

ing of debts by banks, the above position is without
prejudice to the actual behaviour of the ABG in rescheduling debts of cooperatives pursuant to these administrative provisions. These may indeed constitute State aid,
if it can be demonstrated that the behaviour of ABG
cannot be justified by the principle of the private creditor
in the market economy.

5 October 1989 provides a legislative framework to
allow credit institutions in Greece to regularise their
debts pursuant to any type of loans in GRD or foreign
currencies.
(130) In the case of AGNO, the total debt rescheduling

(15) Bulletin EC 9-1984 and see fn. 14, point 3.2, third indent, mutatis
mutandis (as to the private contribution).
(16) See aid C 47/95 where Italy obtained from the Council under the
procedure of Article 88(2) third subparagraph of the Treaty an
authorisation to grant aid in order to prevent banks from
claiming personal assets of cooperative members, in case of
bankruptcy of these cooperatives.

arrangements concerned an overall amount of
GRD 12,044 billion: GRD, 10,145 billion in the framework of Greek law No 2237/94 and GRD 1,899 billion
on the basis of Act of the Governor of the Bank of
Greece No 1620 of 5 October 1989. The Greek
authorities indicate that this amount was not eligible
under the provisions of Greek law No 2237/94. Moreover, the ABG cannot be assimilated to a private creditor
since it has repeatedly granted aid to AGNO.
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(131) The Commission noted that this operation is concomi-

tant with a major debt rescheduling fulfilling the conditions of Article 87(1) of the Treaty. Even if the
rescheduling conditions are less favourable to AGNO
than the ones pursuant to Article 5 of Greek law
No 2237/94, the interest rate applicable (21,5 %) is still
lower than the reference rate applicable at the time in
Greece (26,47 %). The Commission considers that this
additional settlement is part of an overall plan to
assist AGNO in paying off its debt and, consequently,
constitues State aid pursuant to Article 87(1) of the
Treaty.
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POSSIBLE DEROGATIONS IN THE FRAMEWORK OF ARTICLE 87
OF THE TREATY

(136) However the prohibition on State aid contained in

Article 87(1) is not unconditional. Except for
Article 87(2)(b) of the Treaty, that Greece invokes as the
legal basis for the granting of the aids in Article 32(2)
of Greek law No 2008/92, the remaining exceptions
contained in Article 87(2) of the Treaty are manifestly
inapplicable.

(132) The Commission considers that the aid equivalent of

this procedure corresponds to a new loan of the overall
amount of debt at an interest rate equivalent to the
difference between a market rate (at least the reference
rate applicable in Greece at the time) and the applicable
rate, for the total duration of the loan (see recital 119).

Tax exemptions

(133) The plaintiffs argue that differential treatment of cooper-

ARTICLE 87(2)(b) OF THE TREATY

(137) In their reply to the opening of the procedure provided

for in Article 88(2) of the Treaty, the Greek authorities
invoke the provisions of Article 87(2)(b) of the Treaty,
which deems that aid to make good the damage caused
by natural disasters or exceptional circumstances is
compatible with the common market.

atives in the framework of Greek general tax law or
cooperative law constitutes State aid within the meaning
of Article 87(1) of the Treaty.
(138) However, even if aid to compensate for the economic
(134) According to point 23 of the Commission notice on the

application of the State aid rules to measures relating to
direct business taxation (17), the differential nature of
some measures does not necessarily mean that they
must be considered State aids. They may constitute
general measures justified by the nature or general
scheme of the system. In particular, according to
point 25 of the said Commission notice, it may also be
justified by the nature of the tax system that cooperatives
which distribute all their profits to their members are
not taxed at the level of the cooperative when tax is
levied at the level of their members.

(135) As this situation corresponds to the one described by

the Greek authorities, the Commission has no grounds
to consider that differential treatment of cooperatives in
the framework of the Greek tax system constitutes State
aid within the meaning of Article 87(1) of the Treaty.

(17) OJ C 384, 10.12.1998, p. 3.

effects of natural and assimilated disasters is deemed
compatible by the EC Treaty itself, all instances of such
aid should be notified under Article 88(3) of the EC
Treaty and the Member State must justify the aid. Only
in this way can the Commission satisfy itself that an aid
of this type is in fact caught by Article 87(2)(b).

(139) Firstly, the Commission took note of the fact that

Article 32(2) of Greek law No 2008/92 is primarily
intended to writeoff debt of agricultural cooperatives
incurred by the execution of the social and intervention
policy on behalf of the Greek State. Although Greece
argues that the interventions from the Greek State
resulted from the damage caused by a list of 24 natural
disasters that affected Greece between 1982 and 1989,
Greece fails to demonstrate a causal link between these
natural disasters and State intervention concerning the
formation of sales prices for products. For example, the
link between compensation for damage caused by the
exporting of oranges, marketing of apricots, construction of a fridge unit, storage of table olives and any type
of natural disasters falling under Article 87(2)(b) is, at
least, unclear.
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(140) Secondly, an analysis of the 116 evaluation sheets

indicating the reasons for debt write-offs for individual
cooperatives sent by the Greek authorities shows that in
none of the cases is the damage caused by natural
disasters or adverse climatic conditions. Only six cooperatives (including the dairy cooperative AGNO) benefited
from write-offs linked to the nuclear disaster at Chernobyl.

(141) Thirdly, the Commission notes that the Greek State

compensated the cooperatives, after 1992, for damage
supposedly caused to agricultural production by natural
disasters and exceptional events which occurred between
1982 and 1989. Consequently, in some situations,
compensation may have occurred up to ten years after
the event.
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ARTICLE 87(3) OF THE TREATY

(145) The Commission considers that the aid measures are not

intended to promote the execution of an important
project of common European interest, nor to remedy a
serious disturbance of the economy of a Member State
within the meaning of Article 87(3)(b). Equally, they are
not intended to promote cultural or heritage protection
within the meaning of Article 87(3)(d). It is therefore
necessary to consider whether the application of the
measures provided for may benefit from a derogation
under either Article 87(3)(a) of the Treaty, or
Article 87(3)(c).

(142) According to its existent practice (18), the Commission

considers that, where aid is paid only several years after
the occurrence of the event in question, there is a real
danger that the payment of such aid will produce the
same economic effects as operating aid. Therefore, in
the absence of a specific justification, resulting for
example from the nature and extent of the event, or
the delayed or continuing nature of the damage, the
Commission does not approve national aids which are
submitted more than three years after the occurrence of
the event. The existing practice has recently been codified
in point 11.12 of the Community guidelines for State
aid in the agriculture sector (19). The administrative
difficulties invoked by the Greek authorities cannot be
considered an acceptable justification, since the law,
adopted in 1992, foresees already the settlement of
damage predating to 1982.

(143) Subsidiarily, in relation to the aid granted to the dairy

cooperative AGNO in the framework of Greek law
No 2008/92 as a result of the Chemobyl nuclear disaster,
the Commission notes at least part of the losses consist
of a comparison between the average prices paid by
AGNO to their producers and the target prices for the
same raw materials. Consequently, these losses result
from higher producer prices for milk and not from the
exceptional event itself.

(144) For the reasons detailed above, the Commission cannot

consider that the provisions of Article 32(2) of Greek
law No 2008/92 fulfil the conditions of Article 87(2)(b)
of the Treaty.

(18) See precedent C 51/96.
(19) OJ C 28, 1.2.2000, p. 2.

Article 32(2) of Greek law No 2008/92

(146) The debt write-offs undertaken in the framework of

Article 32(2) of Greek law No 2008/92 are made to
the extent that the debts were incurred due to the
implementation of social or intervention policy on
instructions of the Greek State. Although the Commission, in opening the procedure provided for in
Article 88(2) of the Treaty, called upon the Greek
authorities to transmit all details in relation to these
social and intervention policies, including an assessment
of these national policies in the light of the common
agricultural policy, the Greek authorities have failed to
transmit the requested information.

(147) From an analysis of the text of the draft law and the

116 cases where a debt write-off has actually been
agreed, it can be concluded that all the causes related to
the write-off of debt resulting from expenditure incurred
by the cooperatives for the execution of certain functions. All the causes for debt write-offs (production
aids, collection and marketing of agricultural products,
storage of agricultural products, acquisition of material
needed for the production process, current operating
costs, management of pesticides and animal feed, debts
to ABG, damage caused by price fixing, compensation
for administrative actions, compensation for damage
caused by the Chernobyl accident and investments) are
considered by the Commission as operating aids which
therefore cannot be approved by the Commission under
Article 87(3)(c) of the Treaty.
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(148) In particular, the aids for compensating the damages

caused by the Chernobyl accident must be considered as
operating aids because they do not fulfil the conditions of
Article 87(2)(b) of the Treaty. Equally, aids compensating
cooperatives for the realisation of investments must be
considered operating aids since, as compensation is paid
retroactively, these aids simply improve the financial
situation of cooperatives after the execution of the
investment without having any incentive for the realisation of investments and, thus, the development of the
sector (20).
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munity level such that the resulting Community sectoral
problem produced is more serious that the original
regional problem; in this context, a sectoral approach is
required and in particular the Community rules, directives and guidelines applicable to certain industrial (steel,
shipbuilding, synthetic fibres, textiles and clothing) and
agricultural sectors, and those concerning the industrial
enterprises involving the transformation of agricultural
products are to be observed.’ (23).

(152) In the agriculture sector, which covers the production,
(149) The remarks of the Greek authorities confirm that the

objective of the measure is to relieve the beneficiaries of
their debt burden, and that there is no reciprocity on the
part of the beneficiaries which might be considered to
benefit the development of certain economic activities
or certain regions. To this extent, a mere statement of
the ‘viability’ of the cooperative cannot be considered as
reciprocity. The fact that cooperatives are statutorily
bound to takeup the entire production of their members
is not liable to modify this conclusion, as acceptance of
a cooperative statute is not mandatory. Having regard
to the principles laid down in the case law (21), the
Commission is therefore bound to conclude that the
measure cannot benefit from the derogation under
Article 87(3)(c) of the Treaty.

processing and marketing of Annex I products, it has
been constant Commission policy for many years to
prohibit the payment of operating aid in all regions,
including regions which fall under Article 87(3)(a) of the
Treaty.

(153) It can directly be seen from the examination of the long

list of individual grants that the measure is susceptible
of undermining the operation of the common market
organisations established under the common agricultural
policy. Indeed, the cooperatives are compensated for
costs incurred by actions that are normally carried out in
the framework of these common market organisations.

(150) Although Article 87(3)(a) of the Treaty has not been

(154) It is constant jurisprudence of the European Court of

explicitly invoked by the Greek authorities, the latter
argued that the measures had a regional scope, due to
the fact that cooperatives represent the interest of large
groups of farmers active in mountain, hill and lessfavoured areas.

Justice that Member States are barred from adopting
national measures which are liable to undermine the
machinery of price formation established by a common
market organisation (24). Given the precedence of the
common agricultural policy over State aid rules and over
the competition rules laid down in the Treaty (Article 36
of the EU Treaty) (25), national measures hampering a
common organisation of an agricultural market can in
no case be approved under a State aid scheme on the
grounds that an exemption provision applies.

(151) The Commission communication of 1988 (22) on the

method for the application of Article 87(3)(a) and (c) to
regional aid provides in point I.6 that in recognition of
their special difficulties the Commission may, by way of
derogation, authorise certain operating aid in these
regions under specific conditions which are enumerated
in sub-points (i) to (v). Sub-point (ii) of these conditions
specifies that ‘the aid should be designed to promote a
durable and balanced development of economic activity
and not give rise to sectoral overcapacity at the Com-

(155) In view of the above, it must be concluded that the

(20) Judgment of 17 September 1989 in Case C 730/79, Philip Morris
[1980] ECR p. 2671-2693.
(21) In particular, Judgment of the Court of First Instance of 8 June
1995 in Case T-459/93, Siemens v Commission [1995] ECR II1675, and the case law cited therein.
(22) OJ C 212, 12.8.1988, p. 2. Guidelines for national regional aid
— point 2. (OJ C 74, 10.3.1998, p. 10).

(23) Judgment of the Court of 14 January 1997 on case C-165/97 —
Spain v. Commission (Piezas y Rodajes SA) ECR [1997] p. I0135.
(24) Judgment of the Court of 12 June 1990 in case 35/88, KYDEP,
[1990] ECR page I-3125.
(25) Judgment of the European Court of Justice in Case 177/78 Pigs
and Bacon, Commission v. McCarren [1979] ECR 2161.

provisions of Article 32(2) of Greek law No 2008/92
constitute State aid within the meaning of Article 87(1)
which cannot qualify for any of the exceptions provided
for in Article 87(2) or (3).
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(156) As an individual case of application of the aid scheme

(162) In these conditions, the Commission is obliged to cover

indicated above, the same conclusion applies to the aid
granted to dairy cooperative AGNO (GRD 851 million).

all the aspects of the relevant Community guidelines, i.e.
rescue aids, restructuring aids according to the special
rules applicable to the agricultural sector and restructuring aids according to the general criteria.

(157) As to the particular case of the aid granted to AGNO

pursuant to Article 19 of Greek law No 2198/94
(GRD 529,89 million), the Commission noted that it
consisted of interest for late payment of damage relating
to the Chernobyl nuclear accident. Since the object of
the aid is the same as the one granted pursuant to
Article 32(2) of Greek law No 2008/92, the previous
conclusion is also applicable.

ARTICLE 5 OF GREEK LAW NO 2237/94

(158) Article 87(3)(c) of the Treaty establishes that aids to

facilitate the development of certain activities or of
certain economic areas may be considered compatible
with the common market, where such aids do not
adversely affect trading conditions to an extent contrary
to common interest.

Special rules for rescue and restructuring of enterprises
in the agricultural sector

(163) Concerning the special rules in the agricultural sector

wich could apply as an alternative to the general rules,
aid was in essence limited in volume by specific elements
of the capital stock of the farm or company in question.
Where the farm or company in question would be at
risk through inability to pay debt, it was Commission
policy that Member States would be able to safeguard
these investments by granting restructuring aid within
specific parameters.

(159) Although this was not specifically invoked by the Greek

authorities, the provisions of Article 5 of Greek law
No 2237/94 should be examined in the light of these
provisions.

(160) At an early stage, the Commission assessed these

provisions in the light of the guidelines in force at the
time the aids were granted and at the time of the opening
of the procedure provided for in Article 88(2) of the
Treaty (26). These guidelines have subsequently been
modified by a new set of rules for State aids in favour of
companies in difficulty, including specific conditions for
the granting of these aids in the agricultural sector (27),
that started to apply on 1 January 1998. These guidelines
were subsequently codified in mid-1999 (28). For reasons
of legal certainty, the appraisal of the measure is done
according to the criteria in force at the date of the
opening of the procedure provided for in Article 88(2)
of the Treaty.

(164) The Commission’s previous practice on the agricultural

sector (29) can be summarised as follows:

(a)

aid (for example, meeting the cost of interest due)
must be intended to reduce the financial burden of
existing debts contracted to finance investments;

(b) the cumulated grant equivalent of any existing aids
granted when the debts were contracted and the
new aid may not exceed the rates generally accepted
by the Commission:

—

for investments in primary production, 35 %
or 75 % in less-favoured areas within the
meaning of Article 21(2) of Regulation (EC)
No 950/97 (30),

—

for investments in processing or marketing,
55 % (75 % in Objective 1 areas) if they
comply with the exclusions laid down in
the Community guidelines for State aid in
connection with investments in the processing
and marketing of agricultural products (31);

(161) Point 2.2 of the 1994 Community guidelines established

that Member States could, at their discretion, continue
to apply special Commission rules for the agricultural
sector for this type of aids in the agricultural sector. As
the measures have not previously been notified to the
Commission and Greece did not recognise the aid
character of the measure, it has not indicated which set
of rules it wishes the Commission to apply to examine
conformity of the measures with the Treaty’s rules.

(26) See footnote 7.
(27) OJ C 283, 19.9.1997, p. 2.
(28) OJ C 288, 9.10.1999, p. 2.

(29) See footnote 8 and precedent cases N 864/97, C 65/97.
(30) OJ L 142, 2.6.1997, p. 1.
(31) OJ C 29, 2.2.1996, p. 4.
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the new aid must be in response to readjustments
of the rates for new loans made to take account of
changes in the cost of borrowing — the amount of
aid must not exceed the change in the rates for new
loans — or must be for agricultural holdings whose
viability can be guaranteed, particularly in cases
where the financial burden of existing loans is such
that the holdings are likely to be put at risk or even
to be declared bankrupt.
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(168) The Commission does not have the necessary infor-

mation to assess respect of the second, fourth and fifth
conditions. However, the Commission noted that the
first and third conditions are clearly not respected.
Indeed, the consolidation loans are granted for a duration
of 15 years at rates 50 % lower than market rates.

(169) Consequently, Article 5 of Greek law No 2237/94

does not respect the Community criteria for rescuing
companies in difficulty.
(165) The Commission concludes that these aids do not respect

the special criteria for restructuring of agricultural
enterprises, by the simple fact that debts to be rescheduled are not necessarily linked to the execution of
investments. Indeed, Article 5 of Greek law No 2237/94
may cover other reasons for indebtedness, provided
that these are attributable to objective and external
circumstances.

Rescue aid

(166) As a general comment, the Commission considers that

the spirit and the letter of Article 5 of Greek law
No 2237/94 do not conform with the general objective
of rescuing companies in difficulties, which merely aims
at offering a brief respite to companies in difficulties
while a long-term solution can be worked out. Indeed,
these provisions aim themselves to constitute a longterm solution to the agricultural cooperatives’ financial
problems.

General Community guidelines for restructuring of
firms in difficulties

(170) Concerning the Community guidelines on aid for the

rescue and restructuring of companies in difficulty, the
general principle applied by the Commission is to allow
restructuring aid only in circumstances where it can be
demonstrated that the approval of restructuring aid is in
the Community interest.

(171) From the formal point of view, Article 5 of Greek law

No 2237/94 constitutes a scheme for restructuring
agricultural cooperatives in difficulty. Pursuant to
points 4.1. and 4.2. of the applicable guidelines, the
Commission considers that approval of aid schemes
relating to restructuring of companies in difficulty is
only possible if these companies fall within the definition
of small and medium enterprises (SMEs) within the
meaning of the relevant Community guidelines for State
aid in the agriculture sector applicable at that time (32).
For large enterprises, individual notification of all awards
is required by the guidelines.

(167) According to the Commission’s criteria, rescue aid must:

—

consist of liquidity help in the form of loan
guarantees or loans bearing normal commercial
interest rates,

—

be restricted to the amount needed to keep a firm
in business (for example, covering wage and salary
costs and routine supplies),

—

be paid only for the time needed (as a general rule
not exceeding six months) to devise the necessary
and feasible recovery plan,

—

be warranted on the grounds of serious social
difficulties and have no undue adverse effects on
the industrial situation in other Member States,

(172) Article 5 of Greek law No 2237/94 does not contain

any explicit provision limiting the aid to SMEs according
to the Community definition. Even though these provisions have not been duly notified pursuant to
Article 88(3) of the Treaty, the Commission notes that,
according to the Greek authorities, 116 agricultural
cooperatives made use of this scheme.

(173) One of the beneficiaries was the dairy cooperative

—

be, in principle, one-off operations.

AGNO, that could not be considered an SME within
the meaning of the applicable Community guidelines.
Indeed, at the end of 1993, AGNO had a 912 strong
workforce (maximum for SMEs: 250) and
EUR 60 million turnover (maximum at the time the aid
was granted: EUR 20 million).

(32) OJ C 213, 19.8.1992, p. 10, presently OJ C 213, 23.7.1996,
p. 4.
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(174) Consequently, the Commission concluded that the
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restructuring to be undertaken and must be related
to the benefits anticipated from the Community’s
point of view. Aid beneficiaries will be expected to
make a significant contribution to the restructuring
plan from their own resources or from external
commercial financing. In order to limit the distortive effect, the aid shall not provide the company
with surplus cash which could be used for aggressive, market distortive activities.

restructuring scheme for cooperatives was not limited to
SMEs according to the applicable Community guidelines.
Therefore, the Commission cannot authorise such a
scheme.

(175) Furthermore, the Greek authorities failed to supply to

the Commission, as requested in the decision opening
the Article 88(2) procedure concerning the measures,
detailed information about the implementation of the
scheme for all 116 beneficiaries, and not only in the
particular case of AGNO.

(d) Full implementation of restructuring plan and
observance of conditions
The company must fully implement the restructuring plan agreed by the Commission and must
discharge all obligations laid down by the Commission.

(176) As regards substance, the approval of a restructuring

aid can only be possible when the following general
conditions are fulfilled:
(e)
(a)

Monitoring and annual reports

Restoration of viability
All restructuring plans must restore the long-term
viability and health of the firm within a reasonable
timescale and on the basis of realistic assumptions
as to its future operating conditions. Improvement
of viability must mainly result from internal
measures and from external factors only to the
extent that assumptions on the evolution of these
factors are widely accepted. To fulfil the viability
criterion, the restructuring plan must enable the
company to cover all its costs including
depreciation and financial charges and generate a
minimum return on capital such that the firm will
be able to compete in the market on its own merits.

Granting of restructuring aid must be monitored at
regular intervals through adequate reports.

(177) As regards the restoration of viability, the provisions of

Article 5 of Greek law No 2237/94, in conjunction with
ABG circulars No 150/94 and No 22/95, make access
to the measure conditional on the execution of a
feasibility study linked to the modernisation and development of the cooperative. This feasibility plan should
show that the agricultural cooperative would be able to
satisfy its financial obligations towards the ABG.

(b) Avoidance of undue distortions of competition
through the aid
Measures should be taken to avoid, as far as
possible, adverse effects on competitors. When an
objective assessment of the demand and supply
situation demonstrates that there exists an excess
of production capacity, the restructuring plan must
make a contribution, proportionate to the amount
of aid received, to the restructuring of the relevant
market in the European Community by irreversibly
reducing or closing capacity.

(c)

Aid in proportion to the restructuring costs
and benefits
The amount and intensity of the aid must be
limited to the strict minimum needed to enable

(178) Within these arrangements, the ABG could include

conditions to assure modernisation (at administrative
or organisational levels), by reduction of operational
expenditure (personnel reducing measures and/or other
relevant cost saving measures), sale of unproductive
assets and reinforcement of own capital (via imposition
of levies on delivered products and increase in members’
equity share).

(179) The feasibility plans included also complete timetables

for the completion of financial restructuring (depending
on each cooperative), provisions for reversion to previous debt arrangements, as well as provisions for
regular close monitoring of the plan.
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(180) While the provisions of Article 5 of Greek law No 2237/

94 are linked to the reduction of financial exposure of
the agricultural cooperatives towards the ABG and allow
a regular reimbursement, the Commission accepts that
the feasibility study for each cooperative can be considered as a restructuring plan within the meaning of the
guidelines. Indeed, these feasibility studies are designed
to assure financial support in a restructuring process
guided mainly by internal measures.

(181) As regards the respect of the second condition, Article 5

of Greek law No 2237/94 does not contain any provision concerning measures taken by the Greek State to
offset as far as possible adverse effects on competitors.
Furthermore, the aid scheme applies to cooperatives
covering all the agricultural sector, including sub-sectors
for which there is a structural excess of production
capacity, as mentioned in point 2.3 of the Annex
to Commission Decision 94/173/EC (33), setting out
sectoral limits for the Community guidelines for aid
for processing and marketing of agricultural products
applicable at the time of the opening of the Article 88(3)
procedure. Neither the aforementioned article nor its
implementing rules foresee any provision imposing on
the benefiting cooperatives an irreversible reduction or
closure of capacity as a contribution to the restructuring
of the relevant market at a European level.
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capacity that should be seen as a real contribution from
the beneficiary of the measure to the restructuring of the
specific sector in the Community context.

(184) Point 3.2.3 of the Community guidelines refers to

particular conditions for restructuring aid in assisted
areas. According to these provisions, if regional development needs justify it, the Commission can make use of
certain flexibility in assisted areas (Article 87(3)(a) and
Article 87(3) (c)) with regard to the requirement of
reduction in capacity in the case of markets with
structural overcapacity. However, the Commission could
not accept a general waiver of this requirement. Indeed,
the Greek authorities have not supplied any justification
for such flexibility in the case of a measure affecting all
sectors of agricultural production in the whole of Greece.

(185) The third condition relates to the proportion between

the costs of the restructuring aid and its benefits from
the Community point of view.

(186) Firstly, neither Article 5 of Greek law No 2237/94 nor
(182) To that extent, it should be noted that, contrary to the

assertions of the Greek authorities, Decision 94/173/EC
was applicable to all Community regions, with certain
derogation criteria for Objective 1 regions like Greece.
Decision 94/173/EC is mentioned as a yardstick to judge
overcapacity in some sectors both for cofinanced and
national aids, and not as an absolute reference. Other
indications of overcapacity could also have been used
(i.e. market surveys), if appropriate.

its implementing provisions limit the overall amount of
benefit to each cooperative to the strict minimum
needed to enable restructuring. Therefore, the Commission cannot be sure that in all instances the approved
aid was limited to the minimum necessary.

(187) As a consequence, the Commission cannot be sure that,

for all 116 cases, the agreed debt reschedules did
not produce surplus cash (or newly-created borrowing
capacity) for the cooperatives, allowing them to engage
in aggressive and market distortive activities.
(183) The Greek authorities argue that the present law contains

provisions imposing a reduction or cessation of the
productive capacity, namely the cessation of loss-making
activities. The Commission considers that Greek law
No 2237/94 and its implementing rules do not impose
any reduction of production capacity on cooperatives,
but only the obligation to dispose of idle assets. Abandoning unused or unprofitable capacities and disposal
of idle assets is fully justified in order to rebalance assets
and liabilities and it is necessary to achieve viability at
the level of the cooperative. However, the Commission
cannot consider this provision as an obligation to reduce

(33) See footnote 10.

(188) Furthermore, the Commission considers that measures

such as increase in equity capital, imposition of a levy
per unit of delivered product and sale of idle assets can
be considered as contributions from the beneficiaries to
the restructuring effort, if the product of these levies and
sales is assigned to the restructuring process. The level
at which these are required would allow the Commission
to judge whether it could be considered as ‘significant’,
in the light of the Community guidelines. However, it
should be noted that Article 5 of Greek law No 2237/
94 and its implementating provisions do not establish a
minimum level at which beneficiary contributions can
be considered important.
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(189) As regards the fourth condition (full implementation of

restructuring programmes), the Commission notes that
monitoring of the implementation of the business plan
was performed by the ABG. At least in one case, the
Greek authorities indicated that the initial restructuring
measures were not sufficient to ensure the viability of
the cooperative. As a result, two sets of additional
restructuring measures were imposed on it. In this case,
the ABG assumed directly the management of the
cooperative. While the exact details on the conditions of
this assumption of control by the ABG are unclear, these
actions indicate that not in all cases was there full
implementation of restructuring programmes. On the
other hand, this direct assumption of control by ABG is
in contradiction with the implementing provisions of
the law, referring to cancellation of the debt rescheduling
arrangements and reversion to the previous situation if
instalments are delayed more than six months. Moreover, failure to assure full compliance of the restructuring
programmes and assumption of control by the ABG
may imply further aids to these cooperatives (34). Therefore, the Commission cannot be sure that there has been
full implementation of the viability measures in all the
approved settlements agreed under Article 5 of Greek
law No 2237/94.
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The particular case of the aids granted to the dairy
cooperative AGNO in the framework of Article 5 of
Greek law No 2237/94 and Act of the Governor of the
Bank of Greece No 1620 of 5 October 1989

(192) Article 5 of Greek law No 2237/94 constitutes a scheme

to restructure agricultural cooperatives in difficulty. The
dairy company AGNO is merely one of the beneficiaries
of the scheme. As a general principle, the Commission
considers that assessment of individual cases of application of a scheme under Articles 87 and 88 of the
Treaty does not affect the compatibility of the scheme
with the common market. However, taking account of
the fact that both the complaint and the comments from
the Greek authorities and from the ABG are focussed on
the dairy cooperative AGNO, the Commission considered it would be pertinent to consider, as a explanatory argument, the aid granted to AGNO according to
the general criteria for rescue and restructuring firms in
difficulty.

(193) Also, taking account of the concomitance of the aid to

AGNO pursuant to Article 5 of Greek law No 2237/94
and the aid granted in the framework of the Act of the
Governor of the Bank of Greece No 1620 of 5 October
1989, and their similar objectives and instruments, this
assessment is done in conjunction for both aids.
(190) As regards the fifth condition the Commission notes

that the adopted implementing rules foresaw monitoring
of the rescheduling arrangements at close intervals.
However, Greece has failed to supply a detailed report
on overall implementation of these measures, as requested by the Commission in opening the procedure provided for in Article 88(2) of the Treaty.

(194) This assessment is without prejudice to the Com-

mission’s position in relation to the compatibility with
State aid rules of Article 5 of Greek law No 2237/94.

(195) As regards the respect of the first condition of the

(191) Taking account of the above, the Commission concludes

that the provisions of Article 5 of Greek law No 2237/94
do not comply with the general Community guidelines.
Consequently, even if the scheme concerned only SMEs
within the meaning of the relevant Community guidelines, it could not be approved by the Commission.

(34) Judgment of the Court of 17 June 1999 in Case C-295/97
Piaggio. Not yet published.

Community guidelines (restoration of viability), the
Commission noted that the Greek authorities have
supplied a set of measures to be implemented. These
measures envisage reestablishing the cooperative’s financial balance. They involve cost-cutting measures like
staff reductions (150 jobs in three years), reduction
of overtime and supplementary payments to staff,
marketing/advertising expenditure by 2 % and general
costs by GRD 50 million. These measures include also
ensuring new resources, such as recovery of cooperative
capital, increase of cooperative fees by GRD 50 000,
imposition of a special levy on delivered milk (GRD 1,5/
kg for the first three years and GRD 3/kg after 1996),
increase in equity capital and sale of real estate. In
addition, AGNO should introduce modern marketing
methods, extend its product range and improve product
quality and cancel any planned investment not linked to
the milk processing plant. These measures can be
considered a restructuring plan within the meaning of
the above guidelines.
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(196) In order to approve that restructuring plan, the ABG

(201) As regards the fourth condition (full implementation of

limits the financial assessment of the net cash-flow of
the cooperative plus net effects with application of the
restructuring plan minus loan instalments during the
entire loan period. According to the Commission’s view,
this assessment method allows measurement of the
capacity of the cooperative to reimburse the loans at the
new rates, but cannot be considered as equivalent to a
viability assessment of the cooperative within the meaning of the guidelines, requiring an analysis of the
profitability of the cooperative in private terms.

the restructuring plan), it results clearly from the Greek
authorities’ comments that the initial measures imposed
on the cooperative were not sufficient to ensure a
return to viability. As a result, two sets of additional
restructuring measures were imposed on it. On the other
hand, AGNO received further State assistance, by the
writing-off of GRD 570 million of its debt to the ABG
pursuant to Greek law No 2538/97. Finally, the ABG
took over AGNO’s management on May 1998.

(197) This is particularly important, since according to the

(202) Taking account of the above, two situations might have

restructuring plan the net cash-flows are lower than
GRD 100 million between 1998 and 2004, i.e. 0,5 % of
the cooperative’s turnover.

occurred. If the first set of measures was realistic and
liable to bring AGNO to viability, the restructuring
measures were not fully implemented. If the initial
restructuring measures were fully implemented, the
development of further measures and further aid given
to AGNO call into question the reasonableness of the
calculation of the initial prospects of viability.

(198) As regards respect of the second condition (reduction of

capacity), the cooperative is active in the dairy sector,
which suffers from structural overcapacity in the Community market. Sector limitations on investments are
applicable, either at the level of primary production
(Article 6 of Regulation (EC) No 950/97), or at the level
of processing and marketing of dairy products (point 2.2
of the Annex to Decision 94/173/EC). On the other
hand, and in spite of its size, the restructuring measures
imposed on AGNO did not include any type of capacity
reduction.

(203) The assessment of the individual aids granted to the

dairy cooperative AGNO confirms at the individual level
the conclusion that the overall scheme implemented by
Article 5 of Greek law No 2237/94 and the aid granted
through Act of the Governor of the Bank of Greece
No 1620 of 5 October 1989 do not respect the
Community guidelines.

(199) As regards the third criterion (proportionality), the

Commission considers that the favourable provisions of
Article 5 of Greek law No 2237/94 were not sufficient,
by themselves, to allow AGNO to restore its viability.
This is demonstrated by the fact that, in conjunction
with these legal provisions, the ABG also rescheduled a
further GRD 1,899 billion in the framework of this
operation.

(204) Furthermore, the takeover of AGNO’s management by

the ABG should be assessed by the Commission pursuant
to Articles 87 and 88 of the Treaty. For procedural
reasons, this additional element cannot be assessed in
the framework of this Decision.

(200) As regards the contribution from the beneficiary cooper-

ative to the restructuring operation, the Commission
should be assured that the contribution from the beneficiary to the restructuring process is significant.
According to the calculation method normally followed
by the Commission, the consolidation loan has a cash
grant equivalent of at least 64,7 % (see recital 119).
Taking into account the fact that the overall loan is
GRD 12,044 billion (GRD 10,145 billion +
GRD 1,899 billion), the total aid is GRD 7,79 billion.
On the other hand, the total combined effect of the
special levy per kilo of milk delivered, the increase in
equity and the sale of assets would generate a beneficiary
contribution of GRD 3,025 billion over the whole
restructuring period, equivalent to 38 % of the total
restructuring aid. The Commission can consider this
own resources contribution as significant.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

(205) The Commission considers that the tax provisions for

cooperatives pursuant to Greek laws No 2238/94 and
No 2169/93 and the debt rescheduling provisions of
Act of the Governor of the Bank of Greece No 1620 of
5 October 1989 do not in themselves constitute State
aid within the meaning of Article 87(1) of the Treaty.
However, in the individual case of the debt rescheduling
arrangements for AGNO pursuant to Act of the Governor of the Bank of Greece No 1620 of 5 October 1989,
the Commission considers they constitute State aid
within the meaning of Article 87(1) of the Treaty.
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(206) On the other hand, the Commission considers that the

(212) The aids should be repaid in accordance with the

provisions of Article 32(2) of Greek law No 2008/92
(including the aid to the dairy cooperative AGNO
pursuant to Article 19 of Greek law No 2198/94) and
the provisions of Article 5 of Greek law No 2237/94 do
constitute State aid.

procedures of Greek law. The amounts of these aids
shall bear interest from the date on which the aid was
granted to the moment of its effective recovery. It shall
be calculated on the basis of the market rate, with
reference to the rate used for calculating the grantequivalent in the framework of regional aid (40).

(207) The Commission regrets that Greece has illegally put the

abovementioned aids into application in violation of
Article 88(3) of the Treaty.

(213) The present Decision is without prejudice to an eventual

Commission investigation on the competitive impact of
the behaviour of the ABG in the Greek agricultural
sector.

(208) For the reasons set out above the aids satisfying the

requirements of Article 87(1) of the Treaty cannot
qualify for any of the exemptions provided for in
Article 87(2) and (3). They are therefore incompatible
with the common market.

(214) The present Decision is without prejudice to any con-

clusions that the Commission may draw as regards
financing of the common agricultural policy by the
European Agricultural Guidance and Guarantee Fund
(EAGGF),

(209) In cases such as the present one where non-notified aid

is introduced without awaiting the Commission’s final
decision, the imperative character of the procedural rules
set out in Article 88(3) of the Treaty, of which the
Court of Justice has recognised the direct effect in its
judgements of 19 June 1973 (Case 77/72 Carmine
Capolongo v. Azienda Agricola Maya) (35), 11 December
1973 (Case 120/73 Gebr. Lorenz GmbH v. Federal
Republic of Germany) (36) and 22 March 1977 (Case
78/76 Steinicke und Weinlig v. Federal Republic of
Germany) (37), prevent any retrospective legalisation of
the aids (Judgment of 21 November 1991 in Case
C-354/90 Fédération nationale du commerce extérieur
des produits alimentaires and others v. France (38)).

HAS ADOPTED THIS DECISION:

Article 1

1.
The tax provisions in favour of cooperatives pursuant to
Greek laws No 2238/94 and No 2169/93 and the debt
rescheduling arrangements in Act of the Governor of the Bank
of Greece No 1620 of 5 October 1989 do not in themselves
constitute State aid within the meaning of Article 87(1) of the
Treaty.

(210) Article 14(1) of Council Regulation (EC) No 659/1999

of 22 March 1999 laying down detailed rules for
application of Article 88 of the EC Treaty (39) provides
that when a negative decision is taken in a case of
unlawful aid the Commission shall decide that the
Member State concerned is to take all necessary action
to recover the aid from the recipient. Reimbursement is
necessary in order to restore the previous situation by
removing all financial advantages unduly gained by the
recipients since the date of granting of the aid.

2.
The following State aids are incompatible with the
common market:
(a)

(b) Article 5 of Greek law No 2237/94;
(c)

(211) Article 14(2) of Regulation (EC) No 659/1999 states

that the aid to be recovered is to include interest at an
appropriate rate set by the Commission. Interest runs
from the date on which the illegal aid was made available
to the recipients until that of its recovery.

(35)
(36)
(37)
(38)
(39)

[1973] ECR 611.
[1973] ECR 1471.
[1977] ECR 595.
[1991] ECR I-5505.
OJ L 83, 27.3.1999, p. 1.

Article 32(2) of Greek law No 2008/92;

The grant to the dairy cooperative AGNO pursuant to
Article 19 of Greek law No 2198/94, of an amount of
GRD 529,89 million;

(d) The rescheduling of the debt of the cooperative AGNO
to the Agricultural Bank of Greece amounting to
GRD 1,899 billion, in the framework of Act of the
Governor of the Bank of Greece No 1620 of 5 October
1989.

(40) OJ C 74, 10.3.1998, p. 9.
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Article 2
1.
The Greek authorities shall take all the measures necessary to recover from the recipients the aids referred to in
Article 1(2) and unlawfully made available to them, within
two months of the notification of this Decision.
2.
Recovery shall be effected in accordance with the
procedures of Greek law. The sums to be recovered shall bear
interest from the date on which they were made available to
the recipients until their actual recovery. Interest shall be
calculated on the basis of the reference rate used for calculating
the grant-equivalent of regional aids.
Article 3
1.
Greece shall inform the Commission, within two months
following notification of this Decision, of the measures taken
to comply with it.

17.6.2002

stration that this operation does not include further State
aids in favour of AGNO;
(c)

all information allowing the Commission to initiate an
investigation pursuant to Articles 87 and 88 of the
Treaty of the relations between the Greek State and the
Agricultural Bank of Greece and its competitive impact
in the agricultural sector. For that purpose, Greece should
transmit to the Commission all relevant legislation,
balance sheets of the Bank for the last 10 years and its
eventual comments on the subject;

(d) A report covering all debt settlement arrangements made
by the ABG to agricultural cooperatives pursuant to Act
of the Governor of the Bank of Greece No 1620 of
5 October 1989, as well as an appraisal as to their
conformity with the rules of Articles 87 and 88 of the
Treaty.
Article 4
This Decision is addressed to the Hellenic Republic.

2.
Within the same time period, the Greek authorities are
requested to supply to the Commission:
(a)

a full list of beneficiaries for all shcemes, the amounts to
be recovered and the interest due;

(b) all information available about the taking over of AGNO
by the Agricultural Bank of Greece, as well as a demon-

Done at Brussels, 1 March 2000.
For the Commission
Franz FISCHLER

Member of the Commission
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COMMISSION DECISION
of 4 June 2002
listing the units in the animo computer network and repealing Decision 2000/287/EC
(notified under document number (2002) 2026)
(Text with EEA relevance)

(2002/459/EC)
The measures provided for in this Decision are in
accordance with the opinion of the Standing Committee
on the Food Chain and Animal Health,

THE COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES,

(3)

Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Community,

HAS ADOPTED THIS DECISION:

Having regard to Council Directive 90/425/EEC of 26 June
1990 concerning the veterinary and zootechnical checks
applicable in intra-Community trade in certain live animals
and products with a view to the completion of the internal
market (1), as last amended by Directive 92/118/EEC (2), and in
particular Article 20(3) thereof,
Whereas:
(1)

(2)

( 1)
( 2)
( 3)
( 4)

To ensure the operation of the animo computer network,
the various units referred to in Article 1 of Decision 91/
398/EEC (3) should be identified and an updated list
made.
At the request of the Netherlands, the United Kingdom,
France, Denmark, Germany, Spain, Ireland, Portugal,
Austria and Sweden, the list of animo units established
by Commission Decision 2000/287/EC (4) should be
amended as regards the local units and frontier inspection posts.

OJ L 224, 18.8.1990, p. 29.
OJ L 62, 15.3.1993, p. 49.
OJ L 221, 9.8.1991, p. 30.
OJ L 98, 19.4.2000, p. 12.

Article 1
The list and identification of the units within the meaning of
Article 1 of Decision 91/398/EEC shall be as set out in the
Annex.
Article 2
Decision 2000/287/EC is repealed. References to the repealed
Decision shall be construed as being made to this Decision.
Article 3
This Decision is addressed to the Member States.
Done at Brussels, 4 June 2002.
For the Commission
David BYRNE

Member of the Commission
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ANEXO — BILAG — ANHANG — ΠΑΡΑΡΤΗΜΑ — ANNEX — ANNEXE — ALLEGATO — BIJLAGE — ANEXO
— LIITE — BILAGA
LISTA E IDENTIFICACIÓN DE LAS UNIDADES — LISTE OG ANGIVELSE AF ENHEDER — VERZEICHNIS
UND IDENTIFIKATION DER EINHEITEN — ΠΙΝΑΚΑΣ ΚΑΙ ΤΑΥΤΟΤΗΤΑ ΤΩΝ ΜΟΝΑ∆ΩΝ — LIST
AND IDENTITY OF THE UNITS — LISTE ET IDENTITÉ DES UNITÉS — ELENCO E IDENTIFICAZIONE
DELLE UNITÀ — LIJST EN IDENTIFICATIEGEGEVENS VAN DE EENHEDEN — LISTA E IDENTIFICAÇÃO
DAS UNIDADES — LUETTELO YKSIKÖISTÄ JA NIIDEN SIJAINTIPAIKOISTA — LISTA OCH ENHETSIDENTITET

(*) =
A =

Aeropuerto

Aeroporto

Lufthavn

Luchthaven

Flughafen

Aeroporto

Αεροδρο΄µιο

Lentokenttä

Airport

Flygplats

Aéroport
F =

Ferrocarril

Ferrovia

Jernbane

Spoorweg

Schiene

Caminho-de-ferro

Σιδηρο΄δροµος

Rautatie

Rail

Järnväg

Rail
P =

Puerto

Porto

Havn

Zee

Hafen

Porto

Λιµε΄νας

Satama

Port

Hamn

Port
R =

Carretera

Strada

Landevej

Weg

Straße

Estrada

Οδο΄ς

Tie

Road

Väg

Route
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Paı́s: Alemania — Land: Tyskland — Land: Deutschland — Χω΄ρα: Γερµανι΄α — Country: Germany — Pays:
Allemagne — Paese: Germania — Land: Duitsland — Paı́s: Alemanha — Maa: Saksa — Land: Tyskland
UNIDAD CENTRAL — CENTRALENHED — ZENTRALE EINHEIT — ΚΕΝΤΡΙΚΗ ΜΟΝΑ∆Α — CENTRAL UNIT
— UNITÉ CENTRALE — UNITÀ CENTRALE — CENTRALE EENHEID — UNIDADE CENTRAL — KESKUSYKSIKKÖ
— CENTRALENHET
0100000

UNTERABTEILUNG VETERINÄRWESEN

UNIDADES LOCALES — LOKALE ENHEDER — ÖRTLICHE EINHEITEN — ΤΟΠΙΚΕΣ ΜΟΝΑ∆ΕΣ — LOCAL UNITS — UNITÉS
LOCALES — UNITÀ LOCALI — LOKALE EENHEDEN — UNIDADES LOCAIS — PAIKALLISET YKSIKÖT — LOKALA ENHETER

0100108
0100205
0100305
0100407
0100509
0100616
0100707
0100909
0101007
0101109
0101303
0101513
0101614
0101709
0101916
0102016
0102209
0102415
0102514
0102614
0102709
0102903
0103013
0103107
0103309
0103407
0103708
0103809
0103909
0104109
0104209
0104309
0104414
0104509
0104609
0104712
0104812
0104913
0105006
0105111
0105315
0105407
0105508
0105605
0105707
0105907
0106015
0106105
0106205
0106305
0106505
0106803
0106904
0107004
0107108
0107315

AALEN
AACHEN, STADT
AACHEN
AHRWEILER
AICHACH-FRIEDBERG
ALTENBURGER LAND
ALTENKIRCHEN
ALTÖTTING
ALZEY-WORMS
AMBERG-SULZBACH
AMMERLAND, LANDKREIS
OSTVORPOMMERN UND HANSESTADT GREIFSWALD
ANNABERG
ANSBACH
WEIMARER LAND
ILMKREIS
ASCHAFFENBURG
ASCHERSLEBEN-STASSFURT, LANDKREIS
AUE-SCHWARZENBERG
VOGTLANDKREIS
AUGSBURG
AURICH, LANDKREIS
BAD DOBERAN
BAD DÜRKHEIM
BAD KISSINGEN
BAD KREUZNACH
BAD MERGENTHEIM
BAD NEUSTADT
BERCHTESGADENER LAND
BAD TÖLZ-WOLFRATSHAUSEN
BAMBERG
BAMBERG, STADT
BAUTZEN
BAYREUTH
BAYREUTH, STADT
ODER-SPREE
POTSDAM-MITTELMARK
RÜGEN
BERGSTRASSE
BERLIN
BERNBURG
BERNKASTEL-WITTLICH
BIBERACH
BIELEFELD
BIRKENFELD
BITBURG-PRÜM
BITTERFELD
BOCHUM
BONN
BORKEN
BOTTROP
BRAUNSCHWEIG, STADT
BREMEN
BREMERHAVEN
NECKAR-ODENWALD-KREIS
JERICHOWER LAND

0107508
0107603
0107709
0107814
0108003
0108109
0108205
0108307
0108512
0108603
0108709
0108806
0108906
0109007
0109109
0109214
0109303
0109413
0109515
0109603
0109701
0109809
0109909
0110014
0110114
0110209
0110307
0110405
0110514
0110705
0110805
0110905
0111009
0111112
0111209
0111416
0111516
0111715
0111803
0111903
0112005
0112109
0112205
0112316
0112509
0112705
0112805
0113001
0113209
0113312
0113406
0113512
0113614
0113708
0113809
0114009
0114103

CALW, LANDKREIS
CELLE, LANDKREIS
CHAM
CHEMNITZ, STADT
CLOPPENBURG, LANDKREIS
COBURG
COESFELD
COCHEM-ZELL
COTTBUS
CUXHAVEN, LANDKREIS
DACHAU
DARMSTADT, STADT
DARMSTADT-DIEBURG
DAUN
DEGGENDORF
DELITZSCH
DELMENHORST, STADT
DEMMIN
DESSAU
DIEPHOLZ, LANDKREIS
DITHMARSCHEN
DILLINGEN A.D. DONAU
DINGOLFING-LANDAU
WEISSERITZKREIS
DÖBELN
DONAU-RIES
DONNERSBERGKREIS
DORTMUND
DRESDEN, STADT
DÜREN
DÜSSELDORF
DUISBURG
EBERSBERG
BARNIM
EICHSTÄTT
WARTBURGKREIS
SAALE-HOLZLAND-KREIS
MANSFELDER LAND
EMDEN, STADT
EMSLAND, LANDKREIS
ENNEPE-RUHR-KREIS
ERDING
ERFTKREIS
ERFURT, STADT
HOECHSTADT
ESSEN
EUSKIRCHEN
FLENSBURG
FORCHHEIM
SPREE-NEISSE
FRANKFURT AM MAIN
FRANKFURT (ODER)
FREIBERG
BREISGAU-HOCHSCHWARZWALD
FREISING
FREYUNG-GRAFENAU
FRIESLAND, LANDKREIS
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0114209
0114409
0114606
0114909
0115105
0115316
0115507
0115606
0115703
0115814
0115916
0116014
0116103
0116203
0116303
0116616
0116713
0116814
0116913
0117014
0117106
0117309
0117413
0117505
0117714
0117815
0117915
0118015
0118102
0118203
0118303
0118403
0118503
0118609
0118808
0118908
0119016
0119105
0119203
0119305
0119406
0119512
0119601
0119816
0119903
0120009
0120109
0120305
0120406
0120505
0120603
0120710
0120814
0121009
0121116
0121507
0121614
0121708
0121809
0121906
0122006
0122209
0122309
0122401
0122509
0122605
0122805
0123015
0123105
0123209
0123309
0123407
0123609
0123709
0123906
0124008
0124109
0124203
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FÜRSTENFELDBRUCK
FÜRTH
FULDA
GARMISCH-PARTENKIRCHEN
GELSENKIRCHEN
GERA, STADT
GERMERSHEIM
GIESSEN
GIFHORN, LANDKREIS
CHEMNITZER LAND
GOTHA
NIEDERSCHLESISCHER OBERLAUSITZKREIS
GÖTTINGEN, LANDKREIS UND STADT
GOSLAR, LANDKREIS
GRAFSCHAFT BENTHEIM, LANDKREIS
GREIZ
NORDWEST-MECKLENBURG
MULDENTALKREIS
NORDVORPOMMERN
RIESA-GROSSENHAIN
GROSS-GERAU
GÜNZBURG
GÜSTROW
GÜTERSLOH
MITTWEIDA
HALBERSTADT
OHRE-KREIS
HALLE
HAMBURG
HAMELN-PYRMONT, LANDKREIS
HANNOVER, LANDESHAUPTSTADT
HANNOVER, REGION
HARBURG, LANDKREIS
HASSFURT
RHEIN-NECKAR-KREIS
HEILBRONN
EICHSFELDKREIS
HEINSBERG
HELMSTEDT, LANDKREIS
HERFORD
HERSFELD-ROTENBURG
ELBE-ELSTER
HERZOGTUM LAUENBURG
HILDBURGHAUSEN
HILDESHEIM, LANDKREIS
HOF
HOF, STADT
HOCHSAUERLANDKREIS
HOCHTAUNUSKREIS
HÖXTER
HOLZMINDEN, LANDKREIS
HOMBURG
HOYERSWERDA, STADT
INGOLSTADT
JENA, STADT
KAISERSLAUTERN
KAMENZ
KARLSRUHE, LANDKREIS
KARLSTADT
KASSEL, STADT
KASSEL, LANDKREIS
KELHEIM
KEMPTEN (OBERALLGÄU)
KIEL
KITZINGEN
KLEVE
KÖLN
KÖTHEN
KREFELD
KRONACH
KULMBACH
KUSEL
LANDSBERG A.D. LECH
LANDSHUT
LAHN-DILL-KREIS
OFFENBURG
LAUF A.D. PEGNITZ
LEER, LANDKREIS

0124314
0124414
0124505
0124609
0124706
0124809
0124905
0125208
0125412
0125508
0125607
0125713
0125812
0125901
0126103
0126203
0126305
0126415
0126506
0126606
0126806
0126914
0127007
0127107
0127209
0127316
0127414
0127509
0127610
0127715
0127805
0127909
0128009
0128109
0128205
0128305
0128409
0128516
0128605
0128709
0128809
0128905
0129115
0129213
0129309
0129510
0129609
0129701
0129812
0129905
0130009
0130109
0130213
0130309
0130407
0130503
0130701
0130816
0130903
0131108
0131205
0131305
0131406
0131606
0131706
0131803
0131903
0132005
0132112
0132315
0132403
0132503
0132703
0132803
0132901
0133005
0133113
0133213

LEIPZIG, STADT
LEIPZIGER LAND
LEVERKUSEN
LICHTENFELS
LIMBURG-WEILBURG
LINDAU (BODENSEE)
LIPPE
LÖRRACH
TELTOW-FLÄMING
LUDWIGSBURG
LUDWIGSHAFEN
LUDWIGSLUST
DAHME-SPREEWALD
LÜBECK
LÜCHOW-DANNENBERG, LANDKREIS
LÜNEBURG, LANDKREIS
MÄRKISCHER KREIS
MAGDEBURG
MAIN-KINZIG-KREIS
MAIN-TAUNUS-KREIS
MARBURG-BIEDENKOPF
MITTLERER ERZGEBIRGSKREIS
MAYEN-KOBLENZ
MAINZ-BINGEN
OSTALLGÄU
SCHMALKALDEN-MEININGEN
MEISSEN-RADEBEUL
MEMMINGEN, STADT
MERZIG
MERSEBURG-QUERFURT
METTMANN
MIESBACH
MILTENBERG
UNTERALLGÄU
MINDEN-LÜBBECKE
MÖNCHENGLADBACH
MÜHLDORF A. INN
UNSTRUT-HAINICH-KREIS
MÜHLHEIM A.D. RUHR
MÜNCHEN
MÜNCHEN, STADT
MÜNSTER
BURGENLANDKREIS
NEUBRANDENBURG, STADT
NEUBURG A.D. DONAU
NEUNKIRCHEN
NEUMARKT I.D. OBERPFALZ
NEUMÜNSTER
OSTPRIGNITZ-RUPPIN
NEUSS
NEUSTADT A.D. AISCH
NEUSTADT A.D. WALDNAAB
MECKLENBURG-STRELITZ
NEU-ULM
NEUWIED
NIENBURG (WESER), LANDKREIS
NORDFRIESLAND
NORDHAUSEN
NORTHEIM, LANDKREIS
ESSLINGEN
OBERBERGISCHER KREIS
OBERHAUSEN
ODENWALDKREIS
OFFENBACH AM MAIN, LANDKREIS
OFFENBACH AM MAIN, STADT
OLDENBURG, STADT
OLDENBURG, LANDKREIS
OLPE
OBERHAVEL
BÖRDEKREIS
OSNABRÜCK, STADT
OSNABRÜCK, LANDKREIS
OSTERHOLZ, LANDKREIS
OSTERODE, LANDKREIS
OSTHOLSTEIN
PADERBORN
PARCHIM
ÜCKER-RANDOW
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0133309
0133503
0133612
0133709
0133809
0133901
0134007
0134114
0134214
0134401
0134612
0134812
0135015
0135208
0135312
0135408
0135505
0135609
0135709
0136101
0136208
0136306
0136407
0136507
0136605
0136705
0137209
0137413
0137603
0137709
0137808
0138016
0138115
0138210
0138310
0138415
0138515
0138603
0138716
0138801
0139115
0139208
0139306
0139409
0139609
0139813
0140112
0140201
0140312
0140405
0140508
0140605
0140716
0140805
0140903
0141016
0141116
0141209
0141410
0141503
0141709
0141901
0142005
0142115
0142314
0142401
0142513
0142709
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PASSAU
PEINE, LANDKREIS
PRIGNITZ
PFAFFENHOFEN A. D. ILM
ROTTAL/INN
PINNEBERG
PIRMASENS
SÄCHSISCHE SCHWEIZ
PLAUEN, STADT
PLÖN
POTSDAM
UCKERMARK
QUEDLINBURG
RADOLFZELL
HAVELLAND
RAVENSBURG
RECKLINGHAUSEN
REGEN
REGENSBURG
RENDSBURG-ECKERNFÖRDE
REUTLINGEN
RHEINGAU-TAUNUS-KREIS
RHEIN-HUNSRÜCK-KREIS
RHEIN-LAHN-KREIS
RHEINISCH-BERGISCHER KREIS
RHEIN-SIEG-KREIS
ROSENHEIM
ROSTOCK, HANSESTADT
ROTENBURG, LANDKREIS
ROTH
ROTTWEIL
SAALFELD-RUDOLSTADT
SAALKREIS
SAARBRÜCKEN, STADTVERBAND
SAARLOUIS
ALTMARKKREIS SALZWEDEL
SANGERHAUSEN
SCHAUMBURG, LANDKREIS
SAALE-ORLA-KREIS
SCHLESWIG-FLENSBURG
SCHÖNEBECK
SCHWÄBISCH HALL
SCHWALM-EDER-KREIS
SCHWANDORF
SCHWEINFURT
SCHWERIN, STADT
MÄRKISCH-ODERLAND
SEGEBERG
OBERSPREEWALD-LAUSITZ
SIEGEN-WITTGENSTEIN
SIGMARINGEN
SOEST
SÖMMERDA
SOLINGEN UND REMSCHEID
SOLTAU-FALLINGBOSTEL, LANDKREIS
KYFFHÄUSERKREIS
SONNEBERG
OBERALLGÄU
SANKT WENDEL
STADE, LANDKREIS
STARNBERG
STEINBURG
STEINFURT
STENDAL, LANDKREIS
STOLLBERG
STORMARN
STRALSUND, HANSESTADT
STRAUBING-BOGEN

0142809
0143107
0143216
0143509
0143614
0143709
0143807
0144003
0144108
0144205
0144303
0144403
0144505
0144606
0144706
0144808
0144913
0145005
0145109
0145209
0145316
0145509
0145615
0145814
0145915
0146006
0146103
0146205
0146307
0146406
0146506
0146603
0146713
0146815
0146903
0147103
0147203
0147609
0147809
0147905
0148215
0148414
0148714
0152912
0153005
0153508
0153608
0153708
0153808
0153908
0154008
0154108
0154208
0154308
0154408
0154508
0154608
0154708
0154808
0154908
0155008
0155108
0155208
0155308
0155408
0155508
0155608
0155708
0155814
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STRAUBING, STADT
SÜDLICHE WEINSTRASSE
SUHL, STADT
TIRSCHENREUTH
TORGAU-OSCHATZ
TRAUNSTEIN
TRIER-SAARBURG
UELZEN, LANDKREIS
ALB-DONAU-KREIS
UNNA
VECHTA, LANDKREIS
VERDEN, LANDKREIS
VIERSEN
VOGELSBERGKREIS
WALDECK-FRANKENBERG
WALDSHUT-TIENGEN
MÜRITZ
WARENDORF
WEIDEN I.D. OBERPFALZ
WEILHEIM I. OBERBAYERN
WEIMAR, STADT
WEISSENBURG
WEISSENFELS
ZWICKAUER LAND
WERNIGERODE
WERRA-MEISSNER-KREIS
WESERMARSCH, LANDKREIS
WESEL
WESTERWALDKREIS
WETTERAUKREIS
WIESBADEN
WILHELMSHAVEN, STADT
WISMAR, HANSESTADT
WITTENBERG
WITTMUND, LANDKREIS
WOLFENBÜTTEL, LANDKREIS U. STADT SALZGITTER
WOLFSBURG, STADT
WÜRZBURG
WUNSIEDEL
WUPPERTAL
ANHALT-ZERBST
LÖBAU-ZITTAU
ZWICKAU, STADT
BRANDENBURG AN DER HAVEL
HAGEN
BADEN-BADEN, STADT
BODENSEEKREIS
BÖBLINGEN
EMMENDINGEN
ENZKREIS
FREIBURG, STADT
FREUDENSTADT, LANDKREIS
GÖPPINGEN
HEIDELBERG, STADT
HEIDENHEIM
HEILBRONN, STADT
ÖHRINGEN
KARLSRUHE, STADT
MANNHEIM, STADT
PFORZHEIM, STADT
RASTATT, LANDKREIS
REMS-MURR-KREIS
DONAUESCHINGEN
STUTTGART, STADT
TÜBINGEN
TUTTLINGEN
ULM, STADT
ZOLLERNALBKREIS
GÖRLITZ
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0148999
0149099
0149199
0149399
0149699
0149799
0150099
0150299
0150399
0150499
0150599
0150699
0150799
0150899
0150999
0151099
0151199

(*)
R
A
R
R
A
R
R
A
R
F, R
A
P
P
P
A
A
P

BIETINGEN
STUTTGART
WEIL AM RHEIN
FURTH IM WALD-SCHAFBERG
MÜNCHEN
SCHIRNDING-LANDSTRASSE
WAIDHAUS
BERLIN-TEGEL
FORST
FRANKFURT (ODER)
SCHÖNEFELD
BREMEN
BREMERHAVEN
HAMBURG HAFEN
HAMBURG FLUGHAFEN
FRANKFURT/MAIN
RÜGEN

0151299
0151399
0151599
0151699
0151799
0151999
0152099
0152399
0152599
0152699
0152799
0153199
0153299
0153399
0153499
0155999

(*)
R
P
P
P
A
A
A
R
R
P
P
R
F
F
F
A

POMELLEN
ROSTOCK
BRAKE
CUXHAVEN
HANNOVER-LANGENHAGEN
DÜSSELDORF
KÖLN
LUDWIGSDORF AUTOBAHN
ZINNWALD
KIEL
LÜBECK
KONSTANZ STRASSE
WEIL AM RHEIN-MANNHEIM
FURTH IM WALD BAHNHOF
DRESDEN FRIEDRICHSTADT
HAHN FLUGHAFEN
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Paı́s: Francia — Land: Frankrig — Land: Frankreich — Χω΄ρα: Γαλλι΄α — Country: France — Pays: France — Paese:
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0200000

MINISTERE DE L’AGRICULTURE/DIRECTION GENERALE DE L’ALIMENTATION
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0200100
0200200
0200300
0200400
0200500
0200600
0200700
0200800
0200900
0201000
0201100
0201200
0201300
0201400
0201500
0201600
0201700
0201800
0201900
0202000
0202100
0202200
0202300
0202400
0202500
0202600
0202700
0202800
0202900
0203000
0203100
0203200
0203300
0203400
0203500
0203600
0203700
0203800
0203900
0204000
0204100
0204200
0204300
0204400
0204500
0204600
0204700
0204800
0204900
0205000
0205100

AIN
AISNE
ALLIER
ALPES-DE-HAUTE-PROVENCE
HAUTES-ALPES
ALPES-MARITIMES
ARDÈCHE
ARDENNES
ARIÈGE
AUBE
AUDE
AVEYRON
BOUCHES-DU-RHÔNE
CALVADOS
CANTAL
CHARENTE
CHARENTE-MARITIME
CHER
CORRÈZE
CORSE-DU-SUD
CÔTE-D’OR
CÔTES-D’ARMOR
CREUSE
DORDOGNE
DOUBS
DRÔME
EURE
EURE-ET-LOIR
FINISTÈRE
GARD
HAUTE-GARONNE
GERS
GIRONDE
HÉRAULT
ILLE-ET-VILAINE
INDRE
INDRE-ET-LOIRE
ISÈRE
JURA
LANDES
LOIR-ET-CHER
LOIRE
HAUTE-LOIRE
LOIRE-ATLANTIQUE
LOIRET
LOT
LOT-ET-GARONNE
LOZÈRE
MAINE-ET-LOIRE
MANCHE
MARNE

0205200
0205300
0205400
0205500
0205600
0205700
0205800
0205900
0206000
0206100
0206200
0206300
0206400
0206500
0206600
0206700
0206800
0206900
0207000
0207100
0207200
0207300
0207400
0207500
0207600
0207700
0207800
0207900
0208000
0208100
0208200
0208300
0208400
0208500
0208600
0208700
0208800
0208900
0209000
0209100
0209200
0209300
0209400
0209500
0209600
0209700
0209800
0209900
0212000
0216400
0219400

HAUTE-MARNE
MAYENNE
MEURTHE-ET-MOSELLE
MEUSE
MORBIHAN
MOSELLE
NIÈVRE
NORD
OISE
ORNE
PAS-DE-CALAIS
PUY-DE-DÔME
PYRÉNÉES-ATLANTIQUES (PAU)
HAUTES-PYRÉNÉES
PYRÉNÉES-ORIENTALES
BAS-RHIN
HAUT-RHIN
RHÔNE
HAUTE-SAÔNE
SAÔNE-ET-LOIRE
SARTHE
SAVOIE
HAUTE-SAVOIE
PARIS
SEINE-MARITIME
SEINE-ET-MARNE
YVELINES
DEUX-SÈVRES
SOMME
TARN
TARN-ET-GARONNE
VAR
VAUCLUSE
VENDÉE
VIENNE
HAUTE-VIENNE
VOSGES
YONNE
TERRITOIRE DE BELFORT
ESSONNE
HAUTS-DE-SEINE
SEINE-SAINT-DENIS
VAL-DE-MARNE
VAL-D’OISE
GUADELOUPE
MARTINIQUE
GUYANE
RÉUNION
HAUTE-CORSE
PYRÉNÉES-ATLANTIQUES (BAYONNE)
VAL-DE-MARNE (MAISONS-ALFORT)
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0210199
0210699
0211399
0211499
0211799
0212999
0213199
0213399
0213499
0213599
0214499
0215199
0215699
0215999
0216099
0216299

(*)
R
A
P
A
P
A, P
A
A
P
P
A, P
A
P
P
A
P

DIVONNE
NICE
MARSEILLE
DEAUVILLE
LA ROCHELLE-ROCHEFORT
BREST
TOULOUSE-BLAGNAC
BORDEAUX
SÈTE
SAINT-MALO
NANTES — SAINT-NAZAIRE
VATRY
LORIENT
DUNKERQUE
BEAUVAIS
BOULOGNE

0216899
0216999
0217499
0217699
0219399
0219999
0220199
0221399
0221499
0222999
0223399
0227699
0229499
0229999
0231399

(*)
A, F, R
A
R
P
A
A
A
A
P
P
P
P
A
P
P

SAINT-LOUIS BÂLE
LYON-SATOLAS
SAINT-JULIEN BARDONNEX
LE HAVRE
ROISSY CHARLES-DE-GAULLE
ROLAND GARROS / LA REUNION
FERNEY – VOLTAIRE (GENÈVE)
MARSEILLE-PROVENCE
CAEN
CONCARNEAU-DOUARNENEZ
BORDEAUX
ROUEN
ORLY
PORT RÉUNION / LA RÉUNION
MARSEILLE-FOS-SUR-MER
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0300000

ROMA — DIPARTIMENTO ALIMENTI/SANITA PUBBLICA VETERINARIA
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ABRUZZO
0300113
0300213
0300313
0300413
0300513
0300613

AVEZZANO–SULMONA
CHIETI
LANCIANO–VASTO
L’AQUILA
PESCARA
TERAMO

0300708
0300808
0300908
0301008
0301108
0301208
0301308

BOLOGNA NORD
BOLOGNA
FERRARA
RAVENNA
FORLÌ
CESENA
RIMINI
FRIULI-VENEZIA GIULIA

BASILICATA
0300117
0300217
0300317
0300417
0300517

VENOSA
POTENZA
LAGONEGRO
MATERA
MONTALBANO JONICO

0300106
0300206
0300306
0300406
0300506
0300606

TRIESTINA
ISONTINA
ALTO FRIULI
MEDIO FRIULI
BASSA FRIULANA
FRIULI OCCIDENTALE
LAZIO

CALABRIA
0300118
0300218
0300318
0300418
0300518
0300618
0300718
0300818
0300918
0301018
0301118

PAOLA
CASTROVILLARI
ROSSANO
COSENZA
CROTONE
LAMEZIA TERME
CATANZARO
VIBO VALENTIA
LOCRI
PALMI
REGGIO CALABRIA

0300112
0300212
0300312
0300412
0300512
0300612
0300712
0300812
0300912
0301012
0301112
0301212

ROMA A
ROMA B
ROMA C
ROMA D
ROMA E
ROMA F
ROMA G
ROMA H
VITERBO
RIETI
LATINA
FROSINONE

CAMPANIA
0300115
0300215
0300315
0300415
0300515
0300615
0300715
0300815
0300915
0301015
0301115
0301215
0301315

AVELLINO 1
AVELLINO 2
BENEVENTO 1
CASERTA 1
CASERTA 2 AVERSA
NAPOLI 1
NAPOLI 2
NAPOLI 3
NAPOLI 4
NAPOLI 5
SALERNO 1
SALERNO 2
SALERNO 3
EMILIA-ROMAGNA

0300108
0300208
0300308
0300408
0300508
0300608

PIACENZA
PARMA
REGGIO EMILIA
MODENA
BOLOGNA SUD
IMOLA

LIGURIA
0300107
0300207
0300307
0300407
0300507

IMPERIESE
SAVONESE
GENOVESE
CHIAVARESE
SPEZZINA
LOMBARDIA

0300103
0300203
0300303
0300403
0300503
0300603
0300703
0300803
0300903
0301003
0301103
0301203
0301303

VARESE
GALLARATE
BUSTO ARSIZIO
SARONNO
COMO
CANTÙ
LECCO
MERATE
SONDRIO
ALBINO
PONTE SAN PIETRO
BERGAMO
TREVIGLIO
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0301403
0301503
0301603
0301703
0301803
0301903
0302003
0302103
0302203
0302303
0302403
0302503
0302603
0302703
0302803
0302903
0303003
0303103
0303203
0303303
0303403
0303503
0303603
0303703
0303803
0303903
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CHIARI
BRENO
GARDONE VAL TROMPIA
SALÒ
BRESCIA
LENO
VIADANA
MANTOVA
OSTIGLIA
CREMONA
CREMA
LODI
MELEGNANO
CERNOSCO
VIMERCATE
MONZA
DESIO
CINISELLO
GARBAGNATE
RHO
LEGNANO
MAGENTA
MILANO 1
PAVIA
VIGEVANO
VOGHERA

17.6.2002

PUGLIA
0300116
0300216
0300316
0300416
0300516
0300616
0300716
0300816
0300916
0301016
0301116
0301216

BA/1 — CORATO
BA/2 — TRANI
BA/3 — ALTAMURA
BA/4 — BARI
BA/5 — PUTIGNANO
BR/1 — BRINDISI
FG/1 — SAN SEVERO
FG/2 — MANFREDONIA
FG/3 — FOGGIA
LE/1 — LECCE
LE/2 — MAGLIE
TA/1 — TARANTO

SARDEGNA
0300120
0300220
0300320
0300420
0300520
0300620
0300720
0300820

A.S.L.1 — SASSARI
A.S.L.2 — OLBIA
A.S.L.3 — NUORO
A.S.L.4 — LANUSEI
A.S.L.5 — ORISTANO
A.S.L.6 — SANLURI
A.S.L.7 — CARBONIA
A.S.L.8 — CAGLIARI

MARCHE
0300111
0300211
0300311
0300411
0300511
0300611
0300711
0300811
0300911
0301011
0301111
0301211
0301311

PESARO
URBINO
FANO
SENIGALLIA
JESI
FABRIANO
ANCONA
CIVITANOVA MARCHE
MACERATA
CAMERINO
FERMO
SAN BENEDETTO DEL TRONTO
ASCOLI PICENO

SICILIA
0300119
0300219
0300319
0300419
0300519
0300619
0300719
0300819
0300919

AZ.USL 1 — AGRIGENTO
AZ.USL 2 — CALTANISSETTA
AZ.USL 3 — CATANIA
AZ.USL 4 — ENNA
AZ.USL 5 — MESSINA
AZ.USL 6 — PALERMO
AZ.USL 7 — RAGUSA
AZ.USL 8 — SIRACUSA
AZ.USL 9 — TRAPANI

TOSCANA
MOLISE
0300114
0300214
0300314
0300414

ALTO MOLISE
PENTRIA
MOLISE CENTRALE
BASSO MOLISE

PIEMONTE
0300101
0300201
0300301
0300401
0300501
0300601
0300701
0300801
0300901
0301001
0301101
0301201
0301301
0301401
0301501
0301601
0301701
0301801
0301901
0302001
0302101
0302201

TORINO 1
TORINO 2
TORINO 3
TORINO 4
COLLEGNO
CIRIÉ
CHIVASSO
CHIERI
IVREA
PINEROLO
VERCELLI
BIELLA
NOVARA
OMEGNA
CUNEO
MONDOVÌ
SAVIGLIANO
BRA
ASTI
ALESSANDRIA
CASALE MONFERRRATO
NOVI LIGURE

0300109
0300209
0300309
0300409
0300509
0300609
0300709
0300809
0300909
0301009
0301109
0301209

MASSA CARRARA
LUCCA
PISTOIA
PRATO
PISA
LIVORNO
SIENA
AREZZO
GROSSETO
FIRENZE
EMPOLI
VIAREGGIO

TRENTINO-ALTO ADIGE
0300141
0300241
0300341
0300441
0300542

BOLZANO–CENTRO SUD
MERANO–OVEST
BRESSANONE–NORD
BRUNICO–EST
TRENTO

UMBRIA
0300110
0300210
0300310
0300410
0300510

CITTÀ DI CASTELLO
PERUGIA
FOLIGNO
TERNI–AREA ORVIETANA
TERNI
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VALLE D’AOSTA
0300102

VALLE D’AOSTA

VENETO
0300105
0300205
0300305
0300405
0300505
0300605

BELLUNO
FELTRE
MAROSTICA
THIENE
ARZIGNANO
VICENZA

0300705
0300805
0300905
0301005
0301205
0301305
0301405
0301505
0301605
0301705
0301805
0301905
0302005
0302105
0302205

PIEVE DI SOLIGO
ASOLO
TREVISO
DONÀ DI PIAVE
VENEZIANA MESTRE
MIRANO
CHIOGGIA
ALTA PADOVANA
PADOVA
CONSELVE
ROVIGO
ADRIA
VERONA
LEGNAGO
VILLAFRANCA
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0300199
0300299
0300499
0300599
0300799
0300899
0301099
0301199
0301299
0301399
0301599
0301799
0301899
0301999
0302099

(*)
A, P
P
A
F, R
A, P
A
A, P
R
A
A, P
A
A, P
A, P
A, P
R

ANCONA
BARI
BOLOGNA-BORGO PANIGALE
CHIASSO
CATANIA
ROMA–FIUMICINO
GENOVA
GORIZIA
MILANO–LINATE
LIVORNO–PISA
MILANO–MALPENSA
REGGIO CALABRIA
NAPOLI
PALERMO
GRAN SAN BERNARDO–POLLEIN

0302299
0302399
0302599
0302699
0302799
0303199
0303299
0303399
0303499
0303599
0303699
0303799
0303899
0303999
0304099

(*)
P
F, R
A
P, R
A, P
F
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
A
P

OLBIA
PROSECCO–FERNETTI
TORINO–CASELLE
TRIESTE
VENEZIA
CAMPOCOLOGNO
GAETA
LA SPEZIA
RAVENNA
SALERNO
TARANTO
TRAPANI
CAGLIARI
BERGAMO
GIOIA TAURO
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΄ ρες — Country: Netherlands
Paı́s: Paı́ses Bajos — Land: Nederlandene — Land: Niederlande — Χω΄ρα: Κα΄τω Χω
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0400000

RIJKSDIENST VOOR DE KEURING VAN VEE EN VLEES
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0406100
0406200
0406300

HOOGEVEEN
AMSTERDAM
ARNHEM

0406400
0406500

ROTTERDAM
HELMOND
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0401399
0401599
0401699
0401799

(*)
A
A
P
P

AMSTERDAM (LUCHTHAVEN)
MAASTRICHT (LUCHTHAVEN)
ROTTERDAM (HAVENGEBIED)
AMSTERDAM (HAVENGEBIED)

0401899
0402099
0402199
0402699

(*)
P
P
P
P

EEMSHAVEN (ZEEHAVEN)
HARLINGEN (ZEEHAVEN)
VLISSINGEN (ZEEHAVEN)
MOERDIJK (ZEEHAVEN)
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0500000

BRUSSEL/BRUXELLES MIN. LANDBOUW/AGRICULTURE

UNIDADES LOCALES — LOKALE ENHEDER — ÖRTLICHE EINHEITEN — ΤΟΠΙΚΕΣ ΜΟΝΑ∆ΕΣ — LOCAL UNITS — UNITÉS
LOCALES — UNITÀ LOCALI — LOKALE EENHEDEN — UNIDADES LOCAIS — PAIKALLISET YKSIKÖT — LOKALA ENHETER

0500103
0500203
0500404
0500701
0501007
0501302
0501402

BRUGGE
KORTRIJK
GENT
MERKSEM
HASSELT
TERVUREN
WAVRE

0501505
0501809
0502206
0502306
0502408
0502508

MONS
CINEY
LIÈGE
MALMÉDY
MARCHE-EN-FAMENNE
LIBRAMONT
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(*)
P
P
A
P

ANTWERPEN (ZEEHAVEN)
ZEEBRUGGE (ZEEHAVEN)
ZAVENTEM (AEROPORT/LUCHTHAVEN)
GENT (ZEEHAVEN)

0503099
0503199
0503299

(*)
A
A
A

BIERSET — LIÈGE (AEROPORT)
OOSTENDE (LUCHTHAVEN)
CHARLEROI (AEROPORT)
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Paı́s: Luxemburgo — Land: Luxembourg — Land: Luxemburg — Χω΄ρα: Λουξεµβου΄ργο — Country: Luxembourg
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ADMINISTRATION DES SERVICES VÉTÉRINAIRES
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0600199

(*)
A

LUXEMBOURG
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Paı́s: Reino Unido — Land: Det Forenede Kongerige — Land: Vereinigtes Königreich — Χω΄ρα: Ηνωµε΄νο
Βασι΄λειο — Country: United Kingdom — Pays: Royaume-Uni — Paese: Regno Unito — Land: Verenigd
Koninkrijk — Paı́s: Reino Unido — Maa: Yhdistynyt kuningaskunta — Land: Förenade kungariket
UNIDAD CENTRAL — CENTRALENHED — ZENTRALE EINHEIT — ΚΕΝΤΡΙΚΗ ΜΟΝΑ∆Α — CENTRAL UNIT
— UNITÉ CENTRALE — UNITÀ CENTRALE — CENTRALE EENHEID — UNIDADE CENTRAL — KESKUSYKSIKKÖ
— CENTRALENHET
0700001
0700002

DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENT, FOOD & RURAL AFFAIRS
NATIONAL ASSEMBLY FOR WALES, AGRICULTURE.
DEPARTMENT

0700003
0700004

SCOTTISH EXECUTIVE ENVIRONMENT & RURAL AFFAIRS
DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE. & RURAL DEVELOPMENT
(NORTHERN IRELAND)

UNIDADES LOCALES — LOKALE ENHEDER — ÖRTLICHE EINHEITEN — ΤΟΠΙΚΕΣ ΜΟΝΑ∆ΕΣ — LOCAL UNITS — UNITÉS
LOCALES — UNITÀ LOCALI — LOKALE EENHEDEN — UNIDADES LOCAIS — PAIKALLISET YKSIKÖT — LOKALA ENHETER
ENGLAND
0700201
0700701
0700801
0701001
0701301
0701401
0701701
0702101
0702201
0702401
0703001
0703601
0703701
0703801
0704001
0704901
0706101
0706201
0706301

BERKSHIRE
CORNWALL
CUMBRIA
DEVON
ESSEX
GLOUCESTERSHIRE
HEREFORD AND WORCESTER
LANCASHIRE
LEICESTERSHIRE
LINCOLNSHIRE
TYNE AND WEAR
SOMERSET
STAFFORDSHIRE
SUFFOLK
SURREY
WEST YORKSHIRE
GUERNSEY
JERSEY
ISLE OF MAN

0707204
0707304
0707404
0707504
0707604
0707704
0707804
0707904

ARMAGH
NEWTOWNARDS
NEWRY
ENNISKILLEN
LONDONDERRY
COLERAINE
DUNGANNON
OMAGH

SCOTLAND
0708703
0708803
0709003
0709303
0709703

INVERNESS
ABERDEEN
PERTH
GALASHIELS
AYR

WALES

NORTHERN IRELAND
0707004
0707104

BALLYMENA
LARNE

0705302
0705502
0705902

GWYNEDD
DYFED
WEST GLAMORGAN
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0710099
0710399
0710699
0710899
0711099
0711299
0711399
0711499
0711599
0711799
0711899
0712099
0712199
0712299
0712499
0712599
0712999
0713099
0713199
0713299
0713399

(*)
A
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
A
P
A
P
P
P
P
A
P

LUTON (AIRPORT)
GLASSON
HARWICH
TILBURY (PORT)
BRISTOL
PORTSMOUTH (PORT)
SOUTHAMPTON (PORT)
DOVER
GROVE WHARF GUNNESS
SHEERNESS
THAMESPORT (ISLE OF GRAIN)
LIVERPOOL (DOCK)
EAST MIDLANDS (AIRPORT)
GRIMSBY — IMMINGHAM (PORT)
HEATHROW (AIRPORT)
GREAT YARMOUTH (PORT)
TYNE (NORTHSHIELDS) PORT
FELIXSTOWE
IPSWICH (PORT)
GATWICK (AIRPORT)
NEWHAVEN (PORT)

0713499
0713599
0713699
0713799
0713899
0714099
0714199
0714299
0714399
0720299
0730099
0730199
0730299
0730399
0730699
0730899
0731099
0731199
0731299
0731399
0740099

(*)
P
P
P
A
P
P
P
P
A
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
A
A
P
P
A, P

SHOREHAM (PORT)
SUTTON BRIDGE
TEIGNMOUTH
MANCHESTER (AIRPORT)
TEESPORT (MIDDLESBOROUGH)
GOOLE
HULL (PORT)
FALMOUTH
STANSTED
MILFORD HAVEN (INCORPORATING PEMBROKE)
LERWICK (HARBOUR)
SCRABSTER
INVERGORDON (PORT)
ABERDEEN (HARBOUR)
PETERHEAD
GRANGEMOUTH
GLASGOW (AIRPORT)
PRESTWICK
WICK
ROSYTH
BELFAST
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE — VETERINARY DIVISION

UNIDADES LOCALES — LOKALE ENHEDER — ÖRTLICHE EINHEITEN — ΤΟΠΙΚΕΣ ΜΟΝΑ∆ΕΣ — LOCAL UNITS — UNITÉS
LOCALES — UNITÀ LOCALI — LOKALE EENHEDEN — UNIDADES LOCAIS — PAIKALLISET YKSIKÖT — LOKALA ENHETER

0800100
0800200
0800300
0800400
0800500
0800600
0800700
0800800
0800900
0801000
0801100
0801200
0801300
0801400

CARLOW — VETERINARY SERVICE
CAVAN — VETERINARY SERVICE
CLARE — VETERINARY SERVICE
CORK — VETERINARY SERVICE
DONEGAL — VETERINARY SERVICE
DUBLIN — VETERINARY SERVICE
GALWAY — VETERINARY SERVICE
KERRY — VETERINARY SERVICE
KILDARE — VETERINARY SERVICE
KILKENNY — VETERINARY SERVICE
LAOIS — VETERINARY SERVICE
SLIGO — VETERINARY SERVICE
LIMERICK — VETERINARY SERVICE
LONGFORD — VETERINARY SERVICE

0801500
0801600
0801700
0801800
0801900
0802000
0802100
0802300
0802400
0802500
0810400
0810900
0811200
0812100

LOUTH — VETERINARY SERVICE
MAYO — VETERINARY SERVICE
MEATH — VETERINARY SERVICE
MONAGHAN — VETERINARY SERVICE
OFFALY — VETERINARY SERVICE
ROSCOMMON — VETERINARY SERVICE
TIPPERARY NORTH — VETERINARY SERVICE
WATERFORD — VETERINARY SERVICE
WESTMEATH — VETERINARY SERVICE
WEXFORD — VETERINARY SERVICE
CORK WEST — VETERINARY SERVICE
WICKLOW/ROSSLARE — VETERINARY SERVICE
LEITRIM — VETERINARY SERVICE
TIPPERARY SOUTH — VETERINARY SERVICE
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0802699
0802799
0802899

(*)
P
P
P

CORK
KILLYBEGS
DUBLIN PORT

0802999
0803199

(*)
A
A

DUBLIN AIRPORT
SHANNON
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FØDEVAREDIREKTORATET

UNIDADES LOCALES — LOKALE ENHEDER — ÖRTLICHE EINHEITEN — ΤΟΠΙΚΕΣ ΜΟΝΑ∆ΕΣ — LOCAL UNITS — UNITÉS
LOCALES — UNITÀ LOCALI — LOKALE EENHEDEN — UNIDADES LOCAIS — PAIKALLISET YKSIKÖT — LOKALA ENHETER

0900100
0900400
0900700
0900800
0900900

NORDØSTSJÆLLAND
RINGSTED
FYN
SØNDERJYLLAND
RIBE

0901000
0901100
0901200
0901300
0901400

VEJLE
RINGKØBING
ÅRHUS
VIBORG
NORDJYLLAND
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0901799
0901899
0902199
0902299
0902399
0911099

(*)
A
P
P
P
P
P

BILLUND LUFTHAVN
KOLDING HAVN
ÅRHUS
ÅLBORG
ESBJERG
FREDERICIA

0911399
0911599
0911699
0921699
0931699
0941699

(*)
P
P
A
P
P
P

HANSTHOLM
HIRTSHALS
KØBENHAVNS LUFTHAVN
KØBENHAVNS HAVN
KØGE
NEKSØ
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Paı́s: Grecia — Land: Grækenland — Land: Griechenland — Χω΄ρα: Ελλα΄δα — Country: Greece — Pays: Grèce
— Paese: Grecia — Land: Griekenland — Paı́s: Grécia — Maa: Kreikka — Land: Grekland
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1000000

GENERAL DIRECTORATE OF VETERINARY SERVICES

UNIDADES LOCALES — LOKALE ENHEDER — ÖRTLICHE EINHEITEN — ΤΟΠΙΚΕΣ ΜΟΝΑ∆ΕΣ — LOCAL UNITS — UNITÉS
LOCALES — UNITÀ LOCALI — LOKALE EENHEDEN — UNIDADES LOCAIS — PAIKALLISET YKSIKÖT — LOKALA ENHETER

1000100
1000200
1000300
1000400
1000500
1000600
1000700
1000800
1000900
1001000
1001100
1001200
1001300
1001400
1001500
1001600
1001700
1001800
1001900
1002000
1002100
1002200
1002300
1002400
1002500
1002600
1002700

EVROS
ATHINA
AITOLOAKARNANIA
ARGOLIDA
ARKADIA
ARTA
ACHAIA
VIOTIA
GREVENA
DRAMA
DODEKANISSOS
EVIA
EVRITANIA
ZAKYNTHOS
ILIA
IMATHIA
IRAKLION
THESSALONIKI
THESPROTIA
IOANNINA
KAVALA
KARDITSA
KASTORIA
KERKYRA
KEFALLINIA
KILKIS
KOZANI

1002800
1002900
1003000
1003100
1003200
1003300
1003400
1003500
1003600
1003700
1003800
1003900
1004000
1004100
1004200
1004300
1004400
1004500
1004600
1004700
1004800
1004900
1005000
1005100
1005200
1005300
1006400

KORINTHIA
KYKLADES
LAKONIA
LARISSA
LASSITHION
LESVOS
LEFKADA
MAGNISSIA
MESSINIA
XANTHI
PELLA
PIREAS
PIERIA
PREVEZA
RETHYMNON
RODOPI
SAMOS
SERRES
TRIKALA
FTHIOTIS
FLORINA
FOKIDA
CHALKIDIKI
CHANIA
CHIOS
ANATOLIKH ATTIKI
DITIKI ATTIKI
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1005499
1005599
1005699
1005799
1005999
1006099

(*)
P
A
P
A
P
R

PIREAS
HELLINIKON-ATHINA
THESSALONIKI
THESSALONIKI
IGOUMENITSA
EVZONI

1006199
1006299
1006399
1006699
1007099
1007299

(*)
F, R
F
F, R
R
R
R

PROMACHONAS
IDOMENI
NEOS KAFKASSOS
ORMENION
KAKAVIA
PEPLOS
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1100000

SERVICIOS VETERINARIOS ESPAÑOLES

UNIDADES LOCALES — LOKALE ENHEDER — ÖRTLICHE EINHEITEN — ΤΟΠΙΚΕΣ ΜΟΝΑ∆ΕΣ — LOCAL UNITS — UNITÉS
LOCALES — UNITÀ LOCALI — LOKALE EENHEDEN — UNIDADES LOCAIS — PAIKALLISET YKSIKÖT — LOKALA ENHETER

ANDALUCÍA
1141401
1142201
1143001
1144101
1144401
1145601
1145901
1147001

ALMERÍA
CÁDIZ
CÓRDOBA
GRANADA
HUELVA
JAÉN
MÁLAGA
SEVILLA

CUÉLLAR
CANTALEJO
SORIA
VALLADOLID
ZAMORA
CATALUÑA

ARAGÓN
1100102
1101502
1103102

1114206
1114606
1114706
1115706
1116506

1123009
1124109
1125309
1126509

BARCELONA
GIRONA
LLEIDA
TARRAGONA
EXTREMADURA

HUESCA
TERUEL
ZARAGOZA

1127410

BADAJOZ
GALICIA

ASTURIAS
1105003

OVIEDO
BALEARES

1126704

A CORUÑA
LUGO
OURENSE
PONTEVEDRA

PALMA DE MALLORCA
CANARIAS

1140705
1141005

1128911
1129811
1130611
1131411

LA RIOJA
1135015

LOGROÑO
MADRID

LAS PALMAS
TENERIFE
1131912

MADRID

CANTABRIA
1107208
1107908

TORRELAVEGA
SANTANDER
CASTILLA — LA MANCHA

1117607
1118807
1119707
1120707
1121407
1122107

ALBACETE
CIUDAD REAL
CUENCA
GUADALAJARA
TOLEDO
TALAVERA DE LA REINA
CASTILLA Y LEÓN

1108006
1108906
1110306
1111806
1112806
1113506
1113906
1114006

ÁVILA
BURGOS
LEÓN
PALENCIA
SALAMANCA
CIUDAD RODRIGO
SEGOVIA
CARBONERO EL MAYOR

MURCIA
1133113
1133513
1133713
1133813
1133913

FUENTE ÁLAMO
LORCA
CARTAGENA
MAR MENOR
MURCIA
NAVARRA

1134014

PAMPLONA
PAÍS VASCO

1139716
1139816
1139916

VITORIA
SAN SEBASTIÁN
BILBAO
VALENCIA

1136017
1137017
1138117

ALICANTE
CASTELLÓN
VALENCIA
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1147199
1147299
1147399
1147499
1147599
1147699
1147799
1147899
1147999
1148099
1148199
1148299
1148399

(*)
A, P
A, P
A, P
P
P
A, P
A, P
A
A
A, P
A, P
A, P
A, P

BARCELONA
VALENCIA
MÁLAGA
CÁDIZ
ALGECIRAS
VIGO
PASAJES, SAN SEBASTIÁN
MADRID
PALMA DE MALLORCA
SANTA CRUZ DE TENERIFE. TENERIFE NORTE
LAS PALMAS DE GRAN CANARIA
ALICANTE
ALMERÍA

1148499
1148599
1148699
1148799
1148899
1148999
1149099
1149199
1149299
1149399
1149499
1149599
1149699

(*)
A, P
P
A, P
P
A, P
A, P
A, P
P
A
A
P
P
A

BILBAO
CARTAGENA
GIJÓN
HUELVA
A CORUÑA. SANTIAGO DE COMPOSTELA
SANTANDER
SEVILLA
TARRAGONA
VITORIA
ZARAGOZA
VILLAGARCÍA. RIBEIRA. CARAMIÑAL
MARÍN
TENERIFE SUR
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1200000

CENTRAL VETERINARY UNIT

UNIDADES LOCALES — LOKALE ENHEDER — ÖRTLICHE EINHEITEN — ΤΟΠΙΚΕΣ ΜΟΝΑ∆ΕΣ — LOCAL UNITS — UNITÉS
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1200100
1200200
1200300
1200400
1200500
1200600
1200700
1200800
1200900
1201000
1201100
1201200
1201300
1201400
1201500
1201600
1201700
1201800

ALCÁCER DO SAL
AVEIRO
BEJA
BRAGA
MIRANDELA
CASTELO BRANCO
COIMBRA
LAMEGO
ELVAS
ÉVORA
FAIAL (HORTA)
FARO
FLORES
GUARDA
FUNCHAL
SANTIAGO DO CACÉM
VILA FRANCA DE XIRA
SETÚBAL

1201900
1202000
1202100
1202200
1202300
1202400
1202500
1202600
1202700
1202800
1202900
1203000
1203100
1203200
1204800
1204900
1205000
1205100
1205200

PICO (MADALENA)
PORTO
PORTALEGRE
AVIS
SANTARÉM
TOMAR
SANTA MARIA
SÃO MIGUEL (PONTA DELGAGA)
SÃO JORGE (VELAS)
TERCEIRA (ANGRA DO HEROÍSMO)
SERPA
VIANA DO CASTELO
CHAVES
VISEU
ALJUSTREL
ESTREMOZ
LEIRIA
REGUENGOS DE MONSARAZ
SANTA CRUZ DA GRACIOSA (Açores)
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1203699
1203799
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1203999
1204099

(*)
A
A
A
A, P
A, P
P
P
P

LISBOA
PORTO
FARO
FUNCHAL (MADEIRA)
PONTA DELGADA (AÇORES)
PRAIA DA VITÓRIA (AÇORES)
LISBOA
PORTO

1204199
1204299
1204399
1204499
1204599
1204699
1204799
1204899

(*)
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P

PORTIMÃO
HORTA (AÇORES)
VIANA DO CASTELO
AVEIRO
FIGUEIRA DA FOZ
PENICHE
OLHÃO
SETÚBAL
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BUNDESKANZLERAMT VETERINÄRVERWALTUNG
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1300101
1300201
1300202
1300203
1300204
1300205
1300206
1300207
1300208
1300301
1300302
1300303
1300304
1300305
1300306
1300307
1300308
1300309
1300310
1300311
1300312
1300313
1300314
1300315
1300316
1300317
1300318
1300319
1300320

BURGENLAND
FELDKIRCHEN
HERMAGOR
KLAGENFURT
ST. VEIT A.D. GLAN
SPITTAL A.D. DRAU
VILLACH
VÖLKERMARKT
WOLFSBERG
AMSTETTEN
BADEN
BRUCK A.D. LEITHA
GÄNSERNDORF
GMÜND
HOLLABRUNN
HORN
KORNEUBURG
KREMS A.D. DONAU STADT
KREMS A.D. DONAU LAND
LILIENFELD
MELK
MISTELBACH
MÖDLING
NEUNKIRCHEN
ST. PÖLTEN STADT
ST. PÖLTEN LAND
SCHEIBBS
TULLN
WAIDHOFEN A.D. THAYA

1300321
1300322
1300323
1300324
1300325
1300401
1300402
1300403
1300404
1300405
1300406
1300407
1300408
1300409
1300410
1300411
1300412
1300413
1300414
1300501
1300502
1300503
1300504
1300505
1300506
1300601
1300701
1300801
1300901

WAIDHOFEN A.D. YBBS
WIENER NEUSTADT STADT
WIENER NEUSTADT LAND
WIEN UMGEBUNG
ZWETTL
BRAUNAU AM INN
FREISTADT
GMUNDEN
GRIESKIRCHEN
KIRCHDORF A.D. KREMS
LINZ LAND
PERG
RIED IM INNKREIS
ROHRBACH
SCHÄRDING
STEYR LAND
URFAHR UMGEBUNG
VÖCKLABRUCK
WELS LAND
SALZBURG UMGEBUNG
HALLEIN
ST. JOHANN IM PONGAU
TAMSWEG
ZELL AM SEE
STADT SALZBURG
STEIERMARK
TIROL
VORARLBERG
WIEN
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(*)
R
R
R
R
T
R
F
R

BERG
HEILIGENKREUZ
DEUTSCHKREUTZ
DRASENHOFEN
WIEN-ZB-KLEDERING
HÖCHST
HOHENAU
KARAWANKENTUNNEL

1300999
1301099
1301199
1301299
1301399
1301499
1301599
1301699

(*)
A
R
F
R
R, T
F
A
F, R

LINZ
NICKELSDORF
SOPRON
SPIELFELD
FELDKIRCH TISIS
VILLACH-SÜD
WIEN-SCHWECHAT
WULLOWITZ
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1400100
1400200
1400300
1400400
1400402
1400500
1400600

ETELÄ-SUOMEN LÄÄNI, HELSINKI
LÄNSI-SUOMEN LÄÄNI, TURKU
AHVENANMAAN MAAKUNTA
ETELÄ-SUOMEN LÄÄNI, HÄMEENLINNA
LÄNSI-SUOMEN LÄÄNI, TAMPERE
ETELÄ-SUOMEN LÄÄNI, KOUVOLA
ITÄ-SUOMEN LÄÄNI, MIKKELI

1400700
1400800
1400900
1401000
1401100
1401200

ITÄ-SUOMEN LÄÄNI, JOENSUU
ITÄ-SUOMEN LÄÄNI, KUOPIO
LÄNSI-SUOMEN LÄÄNI, JYVÄSKYLÄ
LÄNSI-SUOMEN LÄÄNI, VAASA
OULUN LÄÄNI
LAPIN LÄÄNI
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(*)
P
P
A

HELSINKI
KOTKA
VANTAA / HELSINKI

1410599
1411299
1420599

(*)
R
R
P

VAALIMAA
IVALO
HAMINA
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1600100
1600300
1600400
1600500
1600600
1600700
1600800
1600900
1601000
1601200
1601300

STOCKHOLMS LÄN
UPPSALA LÄN
SÖDERMANLANDS LÄN
ÖSTERGÖTLANDS LÄN
JÖNKÖPINGS LÄN
KRONOBERGS LÄN
KALMAR LÄN
GOTLANDS LÄN
BLEKINGE LÄN
SKÅNE LÄN
HALLANDS LÄN

1601400
1601700
1601800
1601900
1602000
1602100
1602200
1602300
1602400
1602500

VÄSTRA GÖTALANDS LÄN
VÄRMLANDS LÄN
ÖREBRO LÄN
VÄSTMANLANDS LÄN
DALARNAS LÄN
GÄVLEBORGS LÄN
VÄSTERNORRLANDS LÄN
JÄMTLANDS LÄN
VÄSTERBOTTENS LÄN
NORRBOTTENS LÄN
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1601199
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1605199
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1612199

(*)
P
A
A
P
P

STOCKHOLM
STOCKHOLM – ARLANDA
NORRKÖPING
KARLSKRONA
YSTAD

1612399
1613199
1614199
1614299
1610299

(*)
P
P
A
P
P

HELSINGBORG
VARBERG
GÖTEBORG LANDVETTER
GÖTEBORG
KARLSHAMN
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